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THE CAPTURED GIRL: A Novel of
Survival during the Great Sioux War
An enthralling saga that follows Lieutenant Will Raines’s
crucible of combat and young Morgan O’Connor’s struggle
for survival after her capture by the Cheyenne.
Filled with fascinating characters: outlaws, soldiers and
warriors, English Dukes, Robber Barons, and the upstairs
downstairs of back east society, this epic story of love and
survival transports us from the Indian camps of Montana
Territory to the mean streets of Gilded Age New York, and
back again, right into the heart of the Great Sioux War.

THE FAR JOURNEY: A Timeslip Novel
of Survival on the Oregon Trail
Young, sharp-tongued Paula Masters, used to her cell
phones, cherry lattes and designer jeans, suddenly ﬁnds
herself thrust back in time to 1848 and the Oregon Trail. On
the trek, Paula meets young Daniel Langdon, hunter and
part-time scout, and an infatuation quickly becomes a great
passion. She realizes this is the love of her life and to get
home she will have to leave him behind....
In the tradition of Outlander, The Far Journey is a grand epic
of love and tragedy, loyalty and betrayal, peril and survival.

ASSASSIN 13: A Time-Travel Thriller
set in a Dystopian Future and 1927
Prohibition Hollywood
In the dystopian 22nd century, Lauren Ramirez is an
Assassin 13, the best at her profession. Betrayed by her
employer, the President of the United States, on an oﬀplanet op, she escapes when her spacecraft hurtles through
time and crash lands in 1927 prohibition Hollywood with its
silent ﬁlm stars and bootlegging gangsters....

WELCOME FROM THE BOARD
Welcome!
On behalf of the 2019 HNSNA Conference Board of Directors, it is my pleasure to welcome you
to Oxon Hill, MD, and the Historical Novel Society of North America’s 8th Conference!
Each conference this society produces bears the marks of its Board, its members, and countless
volunteers. One of our innovations this year is introducing a theme for programming and special
events—“Revolution!” Of course, hosting a conference in the heart of our nation’s government
sparks many ideas about revolutions through the years, not just domestically, but across place and
time.
Still, if “revolution” in its myriad definitions is our theme, then certainly diversity is our
watchword. In response to a changing world, as well as your feedback, we have sought to make
this the most inclusive HNSNA conference to date. That means expanding voices and cultures
explored. It means looking at different writerly paths and publishing models. It means reassessing
who our writers and readers are and understanding how to serve the growing population of
historical fiction connoisseurs.
That might seem like a tall order, but our strength is you. Between our regulars and newcomers,
we have a wealth of talent to share. It might mean exploring forgotten histories of countries we
don’t usually discuss. It might mean understanding what drinks and food to serve at our revamped
Hooch through History (and across Geography) event. It might also include authors who have
taken different paths to publishing and many new and wonderfully qualified presenters.
With all of these changes, we are thrilled to say that we are “the place for historical fiction.”
Please mingle and meet, network and noodle, learn and explore, and, above all, enjoy the different
activities this conference offers.
And, as always, we’d love to hear what you think.
Vanitha Sankaran
2019 HNSNA Conference Chair

WELCOME FROM THE BOARD
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PRECONFERENCE
WEDNESDAY
GAYLORD

MGM
(Preconference)

1-3pm

9am-12pm

1-3pm

Gaylord Lobby

THURSDAY
GAYLORD

9am-12pm

Gaylord Lobby
POSE Nightclub
Mandalay Bay

Costume Drama
Ebershoff

Ask an Editor
Author-Editor Relationship
Ebershoff

Bellagio Section 2

Fighting Writers
Glenn

Brand Yourself
Chase

Taming Scrivener
Stuart

Writing Fights!
Glenn

Beau Rivage

PRECONFERENCE ACADEMY SESSIONS
Academy sessions required pre-registration and pre-payment. All academy sessions will take place at
the MGM National Harbor. The rest of the conference will be at the Gaylord National.

ACADEMY
3-4pm

4:00-4:30pm

4:45-5:15pm

6:00-8:00pm

REGISTRATION 4 - 7 PM

3-4pm

4:00-4:30pm

4:45-5:15pm

6:00-8:00pm

REGISTRATION 12 - 5:15 PM
HNS Conference Volunteer Orientation
Jenny Q

New Attendee Orientation
Sankaran

Opening Reception
Costumes & Judging

PRECONFERENCE ACADEMY SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE - WED & THURS
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PRECONFERENCE ACADEMY

INSTRUCTORS
Karen A. Chase

Karen A. Chase is an award-winning author and photographer. Her historical novel,
Carrying Independence, set during the American Revolution, was released on June 18, 2019.
It secured second place in the William Faulkner, William Wisdom Unpublished Novel
Competition against 502 entries. She was a visiting scholar at the American Antiquarian
Society, through a Fellowship for Creative and Performing Artists and Writers. Her first book,
Bonjour 40: A Paris Travel Log, garnered seven independent publishing awards. She is the
owner of 224Design, a marketing studio, with a focus on branding authors and companies.

David Ebershoff
David Ebershoff is an award-winning author and editor. His novels include The Danish
Girl and the #1 bestseller The 19th Wife. The Danish Girl was adapted into an Oscar-winning
film starring Academy Award-winners Eddie Redmayne and Alicia Vikander. The 19th Wife was
made into a television movie that has aired around the globe. David worked at Random House
for twenty years, starting as a summer intern and becoming Vice President and Executive Editor.
He edited more than twenty New York Times bestsellers, winners of the Pulitzer Prize in fiction,
history, and biography, a National Book Award winner, and an Oprah Book Club selection.
Originally from Pasadena, California, he now lives in New York City.

Teel James Glenn
Teel James Glenn has traveled the world for forty years as a stuntman, fight choreographer,
swordmaster, illustrator, storyteller, bodyguard, actor, and haunted house barker. One of the
things he’s proudest of is having studied sword under Errol Flynn’s last stunt double. His short
stories have been published in over a hundred magazines and as many anthologies including
Weird Tales, Spinetingler, Mad, Black Belt, Fantasy Tales, Sherlock Holmes Mystery, SciFan,
Sixgun Western, Crimson Streets, Silver Blade Quarterly, and Tales of Old. He has written books
in many genres, including historical thrillers, and is also the winner of the 2012 Pulp Ark Award
for Best Author. TJ worked as an actor on Guiding Light and all New York soaps in over 300
episodes, and on the Spenser for Hire TV Series. His website is: TheUrbanSwashbuckler.com

Alison Stuart
Alison Stuart has written most of her eight published historical novels using Scrivener and is
currently working on two major book series (for Harlequin MIRA and Berkley publishing), a feat
she could not manage without Scrivener! In between writing books, Alison teaches Scrivener for
beginners in face to face workshops and online. She lives in Melbourne, Australia and at different
times in her life has lived in Africa and Singapore. Her soldier heroes may come from her long
and varied career as a lawyer in the military and fire services.

PRECONFERENCE ACADEMY

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Please note: Academy sessions required pre-registration and pre-payment. All academy sessions will
take place at the MGM National Grand. The rest of the conference will be at the Gaylord National.

THURSDAY

9:00 Am - 12:00 pm

FIGHTING WRITERS! Teel James Glenn
MGM:
Bellagio Ballroom On your feet and to arms! Using analogs for weapons, author and professional fight

choreographer Teel James Glenn will take his students through basic footwork, swordplay
and parrying techniques from several periods and cultures of history. From broadsword to
saber to backsword, Mr. Glenn will demonstrate vital points, including guards, as well “off
hand” techniques with dagger play. He will relate specific techniques to various time periods
and distinguish between “movie” fights and the real deal as they happened on the field!
No wallflowers here: everyone will rotate to the floor and gain hands-on experience! Wear
comfortable shoes and clothes that allow easy movement.

MGM:
Beau Rivage

TAMING SCRIVENER Alison Stuart
In this hands-on workshop, award-winning author Alison Stuart, will walk participants through
the major components of the Scrivener interface and guide them from starting a new project
through to compiling a project to a manuscript format in Word. The workshop will cover:
•
•
•
•
•

Starting a new project (or importing a project you are already working on)
Working with Binder to set up your characters, setting, and research files
Creating folders (chapters) and documents (scenes)
Using synopsis cards and Corkboard view
Compiling a Scrivener document to Word for editing

By the end of the workshop the participants will have a basic working knowledge of the main tools
Scrivener has to offer and the confidence to use and adapt the program for your next bestseller.
Note for Participants: You will be expected to bring your own computer to the workshop
preloaded with Scrivener and ready to go! The workshop will focus on the latest version
of Scrivener for computers. It will not touch on Scrivener for IOS. At the conclusion of the
workshop, every participant will be given access to downloadable step-by-step guides (and
videos) covering the subject matter of the workshop.
** 	 auditors may attend the workshop to observe the process; but will not be permitted to actively
participate in the class; and therefore, will not receive direct feedback from the instructor.

PRECONFERENCE ACADEMY INSTRUCTORS & SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
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THURSDAY
MGM:
Mandalay Bay

9:00 Am - 12:00 pm

“COSTUME DRAMA”: ADAPTING (HISTORICAL) FICTION FOR THE SCREEN
David Ebershoff
What makes a good book-to-screen adaptation? How does the process work? Have you ever
thought about adapting your own book, or someone else’s? In this workshop David Ebershoff
will discuss the page-to-screen journeys of his novels The Danish Girl and The 19th Wife, and
his recent work writing for television and film.
We’ll also be doing some adapting ourselves in order to learn more about structure, dialogue vs.
scene description, and to be or not to be faithful. For this session, please read in advance Alice
Munro’s short story “A Wilderness Station.” The story is available in Ms. Munro’s collections A
Wilderness Station or Open Secrets and can also be downloaded from The New Yorker's online
archives if you have a subscription to the magazine. Please bring your copy of the story to our
session.
Homework assignment for participants: Prior to the class please read the short story
"A Wilderness Station" by Alice Munro.
** 	 auditors may attend the workshop to observe the process; but will not be permitted to actively
participate in the class; and therefore, will not receive direct feedback from the instructor.

THURSDAY
MGM:
Mandalay Bay

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm

ASK AN EDITOR: EVERYTHING YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW (but might
have been afraid to ask) ABOUT THE EDITOR-AUTHOR RELATIONSHIP
David Ebershoff
David Ebershoff worked at Random House for twenty years, starting as a summer intern and
becoming Vice President and Executive Editor. While there he became known in the industry
for helping literary writers win major prizes and become bestselling authors. He edited more
than 20 New York Times bestsellers, winners of the Pulitzer Prize in fiction, history, and
biography, a winner of the National Book Award, and an Oprah Book Club selection. He
focused on fiction, history, biography, memoir, and poetry, and always loved discovering new
voices. But he’s just as familiar with the publishing world from the other side of the desk, as
the author of several bestselling works of fiction, including The Danish Girl, The 19th Wife,
Pasadena; and Rose City, a short story collection.
Now’s your chance to ask him anything about the editing process, what’s really going on inside
a large publishing house, and what authors should know about their editors. David will be in
conversation with HNS2019 Program Chair Leslie Carroll; and then we’ll open it up to you and
your many questions — we know you have them!

THURSDAY

1:00 PM - 4:00 pm

BRAND YOURSELF: REVOLUTIONIZING & SIMPLIFYING AUTHOR MARKETING
MGM:
Bellagio Ballroom Karen A. Chase
As historical novelists, each of you needs an author-centered (not book-centered) marketing
plan, regardless of how you are published, how many books you have written, and in which
sub-genre. This includes a brand or image that authentically connects you, the author, with a
specific audience of historical fiction readers. That plan also defines the tools necessary to build
engagement through each subsequent book. While reviewing a case study for an historical
novelist, participants will work through four simple questions.
What is my author brand?
We’ll shift the novelist’s focus to building an authentic platform and marketing plan based on
themselves, not on a book. What is it that every author brings to their readers that is unique?
What is this book about? What will they write about in the future? Is there a genre or overarching theme to their specific approach? Perhaps they write Tudor novels with witch-related
elements. Or they write WWII fiction with time traveling Stoics from ancient Rome.
How are my network and audience similar?
Historical novelists don’t write alone. Participants will make a list of the resources or beta
readers that helped build the book, then look at them as potential readers and foot soldiers.
Beginning with those existing connections, they’ll expand their network and niches, thereby
defining a targeted audience of readers who will be loyal to their specific author brand.
What platform tools are best for my readers?
Based on the specific author brand and audience, we’ll outline which tools—website,
newsletter, blog, podcast, or social media channels—are best for those loyal readers. Those
readers want to engage with authors—not their publishing house—and buy subsequent books.
Consequently, readers need specific tools to receive book news and event info from authors, to
communicate with them, and to share their excitement.
Where can I hang out or best communicate with those readers?
It’s more than simply bookstores or online retailers; authors need to define the places and
groups that will allow them to engage with readers.
With guidance, students will define aspects of their own plan to include: a unique author brand,
a network/audience, a platform tools list, and marketing outlets.

MGM:
Beau Rivage

WRITING FIGHTS! Teel James Glenn
Join Teel James Glenn as he takes you on a journey through the process of creating believable
and dramatic action scenes in every kind of fiction. Using wit and personal experience, he
dissects action scenes for what makes them work. You will benefit from his combat experience,
including eastern martial arts, physiology and kinetics, and dramatic story telling from film
and stage acting. Part lecture, part demonstration, he not only outlines and explains the whys
and wherefores of literary violence, he also explores techniques that allow you to create them
yourself with various small arms.
** 	 auditors may attend the workshop to observe the process; but will not be permitted to actively
participate in the class; and therefore, will not receive direct feedback from the instructor.

PRECONFERENCE ACADEMY SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
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KICKOFF TO MAIN CONFERENCE
OPEN TO ALL REGISTERED ATTENDEES

THURSDAY
Gaylord National:
POSE Lounge

ORIENTATION SESSION for Conference Volunteers
So much of the success of HNS NA Conference is due to the ability of our friendly, helpful,
and knowledgeable conference volunteers to answer your FAQs! So if you are a conference
volunteer, please attend this half-hour orientation session, hosted by HNS2019 Volunteer
Coordinator Jenny Q, where you will have your FAQs answered and learn everything you’ll
need to know about the weekend’s activities.

THURSDAY
Gaylord National:
POSE Lounge

4:45 pm - 5:15 pm

ORIENTATION SESSION for New HNS Conference Attendees
Not all writers’ conferences are the same. Learn what to expect over the next two days at HNS
NA Conference, as the “lay of the land” is demystified by Conference Chair Vanitha Sankaran.

THURSDAY
Gaylord National:
POSE Lounge

4:00 pm - 4:30 pm

6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

OPENING NIGHT COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND COSTUME CONTEST
Meet and mingle with current colleagues and make new friends. Enter the costume contest
dressed as an impersonation of an historical figure, or in your finest evocation of a historical era.
Open to all! There will be prizes.

TO REACH POSE ROOFTOP LOUNGE
Go to the hotel lobby and proceed toward the main entrance doors. Pose will be on your left just before
you reach the main entrance. Enter through the Pose entry door, then take the elevator to the 18th floor,
where you will be let out right next to the lounge.

MAIN
CONFERENCE
Meals

Blue Pencil Cafe Breakout Room

General Sessions

Koffee Klatches

Agent/Editor Pitch Rooms / Cold Reads

Readers Festival & Book Signing

MAIN CONFERENCE KICKOFF EVENTS & SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
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FRIDAY

7:00-7:45am

8:00-9:00am

Foyer
Registration Desk
Woodrow Wilson A

State of the State of HF Industy Roundtable
w/ all 8 Industry Guests: Moderator: Mahon

Woodrow Wilson B

Schoolbenches & Trenches
Hallock

Woodrow Wilson C

STEAM Powered Women
Penttila, Porter, Quinn, Sharratt

Woodrow Wilson D

GAYLORD NATIONAL
BALLROOM LEVEL

Baltimore 1&2
Baltimore 3
Baltimore 4

Don't Bite the Bullet
Dahmen, Oakley, Wynn

Baltimore 5

Ruling the Waves
DeLorenzo

Annapolis 1&2
Annapolis 3&4
Pre-Function Terrace
Camellia 1
Camellia 2
Camellia 3
Camellia 4
Azalea 3
Azalea 2

LOWER
LEVEL

Azalea 1
Atrium
Pienza (in the Atrium)

Weird-But-True Roaring 20s
Miley

9:15-10:15am

10:30-11:30am

11:30-1:00pm

EXHIBITS 9:15AM - 5PM
REGISTRATION 9AM - 5PM
Buffet Lunch & Program w/
Dolen Perkins-Valdez
Social Media Mistakes
Kamoie

Add More Lipstick…Fashion
Nash Taylor

Beyond the Battlefield: Researching War Stories
Chase

Upping the Ante:Creating & Sustaining Conflict
Katsu
Must We Always Sing the Blues?
Bryce, Huguley, Perkins-Valdez, Smith

Revolutionizing the Hero's Journey
Sankaran

Here Be Dragons: Editing
Bennett

Nature, Nuture, Novel
Kirby

This Isle Isn't Big Enough for Both of Us!
George

You Mean it Didn't Rain...?
Cleeton, DiMaio, Quinn, Rosen, Thornton

Writing the Historical Female in the #MeToo Era
Kamoie, Knight, Quinn, Webb

STAGING AREA FOR AGENT/EDITOR PITCHES, BPC, AND KOFFEE KLATCHES
Danaczko, Kahan, Lyon, Seaver

Danaczko, Lyon, Kahan, Seaver

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

George Washington: Man vs. Myth
Frykholm

Beyond Nursing: Women & the Great War
Robson & Runyan

New Woman: Suffragists to Flappers
Gaynor & Lehmann

Call Off the Revolution! Historical What-Ifs
Bagwell & Porter

Art & Artists in Hist. Novels
Callaghan & Morelli

The Millennial Revolution
Carosella & Rath

Blue Pencil Café

Blue Pencil Café

BOOKSTORE 10:15AM - 5PM

MAIN CONFERENCE SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE - FRIDAY MORNING
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1:15-2:15pm

2:30-3:30pm
EXHIBITS 9:15AM - 5PM
REGISTRATION 9AM - 5PM

Ramping up Your Research
Strutin & LaFrance

Women's Roles in Tudor London
McGrath

Beyond Rosie the Riveter: WWII Heroines
Macallister, Maher, Robson, Smith, Wilson

Landscapes Turned Red
Craney, Ebsworth, Hight, Newcomb

Don't Get Scammed
Clough

From Trianon to Tumbrils: the French Revolution in HF
Carroll (Grey), Dray, Masterson

Warp Your Mind: Hands-on History of Textile Creation
Hawker

Death Becomes Her:Tragic Heroines
Gaynor, Paul, Webb

Sowing the Seeds of Rebellion
Alfieri, Bilyeau, Cooper, Massey

Self-Pub Q&A
Castle, Oakley, Starkston
In for the Long Haul: Writing a Series Trilogy
Bilyeau, Bracewell, Easter Smith, Russo Morin

STAGING AREA FOR AGENT/EDITOR PITCHES, BPC, AND KOFFEE KLATCHES
Danaczko, Lyon, Kahan, Seaver

Danaczko, Lyon, Kahan, Seaver

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

Inside the World of Espionage
Scott

A Crime By Any Other Name
Poole-Carter
Unbuttoned: Writing Rebel Victoriana
Macallister & Raybourn

Great Caesar's Ghost! %#&#^ in Ancient Rome
Evans

The Crossover Revolution: Adult or YA?
Maher & Wilson

Blue Pencil Café

Blue Pencil Café

BOOKSTORE 10:15AM - 5PM

3:45-4:45pm

5:00-6:30pm

FRIDAY
Foyer
Registration Desk

Hooch through History:
Revolutions Around the World
Carr

Woodrow Wilson A

Cold Reads: Industry Panel
Jain, Lyon, Seaver, Warshaw. Reader: Bagwell

Woodrow Wilson B

Friends w/Benefits: Writing Collaborations
Kahan, K.White, Williams, Willig

Woodrow Wilson C

Gaslamps, Ghosts & Tropes:
the Neo-Gothic Novel
Evelina, Harwood, Hieber, Waldherr

Woodrow Wilson D
Baltimore 1&2

Cards & Dice
Ellsworth

Baltimore 4
Baltimore 5

Theme: WTH is it?
Lehmann

Annapolis 1&2

Papal Daughters, Secret Artists
& Power Wives: Italian Ren. Women
Morelli, Quinn, Palombo, Russo Morin

Annapolis 3&4
Pre-Function Terrace

GAYLORD NATIONAL
BALLROOM LEVEL

Baltimore 3

Camellia 1
Camellia 2
Camellia 3
Camellia 4
Azalea 3
Azalea 2
Azalea 1

Pienza (in the Atrium)

MAIN CONFERENCE SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE - FRIDAY EVENING

LOWER
LEVEL

Atrium
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SATURDAY

7:00-7:45am

8:00-9:00am

Foyer
Registration Desk
Woodrow Wilson A
Woodrow Wilson B

Gone With the Windbag: Focused Plot
Lehmann

Woodrow Wilson C

Cold Reads: Industry Panel
Menary-Winefield, Danaczko, Kahan, Wheeler
Reader: Carroll

Woodrow Wilson D

GAYLORD NATIONAL
BALLROOM LEVEL

Baltimore 1&2
Baltimore 3

Revolution in Paradise: Communist Cuba
Macomber

Baltimore 4

Times Are A'Changing:Protest in HF
Craney, Evelina, McPhail

Baltimore 5

Romanovs in HF
Anolic

Annapolis 1&2
Annapolis 3&4
Pre-Function Terrace
Camellia 1
Camellia 2
Camellia 3
Camellia 4
Azalea 3
Azalea 2

LOWER
LEVEL

Azalea 1
Atrium
Pienza (in the Atrium)

HF Authors Unite!: Marketing Collectives
Chang, Lyon, Meissner, Runyan

9:15-10:15am

10:30-11:30am

11:30-1:00pm

EXHIBITS 9:15AM - 1PM
REGISTRATION 8AM - 5PM
Buffet Lunch & Program w/
Jeff Shaara
Roman Maritime Trade in the Indian Ocean
McIntyre
The Way of the Warrior In Fiction & Fact
Bagwell, Davies, Shaara
Revolution Through Art
Bilyeau, Russo Morin, Rosen, Webb
"Revolutionary & Social Dances":
Branlé thru Waltz
Palmer

"Revolutionary & Social Dances":
Victorian Gay Nineties & Early 20th Century
Palmer

When You Don’t Quite Fit
Hieber, Raybourn, Stuart, Willig

Tools of the Trades
Dahmen

The Ancient World Empowered
Carosella, Hawker, Neil, Sankaran, Thornton
Sherlock Holmes As Science Fiction
Harper

STAGING AREA FOR AGENT/EDITOR PITCHES, BPC, AND KOFFEE KLATCHES
Danaczko, Kahan, Lyon, Seaver

Danaczko, Kahan, Lyon, Seaver

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

Who Was Thomas Cromwell?
McGrath

Avoiding Burnout in the Digital Age
Rath

What She Wore & Why It Matters
Mackin

Let's Have More Ladies of Science!
Penttila

Between the Lines: Castro & the Kennedys
Cleeton & Maher

The Sport of Kings in the New World:
Horse Racing
Petti

Women Warriors Through History
Strutin
Blue Pencil Café

Blue Pencil Café

BOOKSTORE 10:30AM - 5:15PM

MAIN CONFERENCE SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE - SATURDAY MORNING
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1:15-2:15pm

2:30-3:30pm
REGISTRATION 8AM - 5PM
Readers Festival Interview with our Guests of Honor
Patrick, Perkins-Valdez, Shaara

Dynamic Duos: Spousal Suffragettes
Evelina & Tarr
Writing 20th c. Non-European HF
Bryce, Knight, Riley

Dance with Men In Kilts!: Scottish Folk Dancing
Bagwell & Herbold

Double Trouble: Crafting the Dual Storyline
Quinn & Williams

Women Of Washington: First Ladies, etc.
Dray, Porter, Thornton

Launching Local HNS Chapters
Brazil, Craney, Justice, Starkston

Songs & Soldiers of the Civil War
Locklear

STAGING AREA FOR AGENT/EDITOR PITCHES,
BPC, AND KOFFEE KLATCHES
Danaczko, Kahan, Lyon, Seaver

Danaczko, Kahan, Lyon, Seaver

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler

Jain, Menary-Winefield, Warshaw, Wheeler
Inspiration to Publication: Research Resources
Johnson & A.White

More than Monuments: DC
Yacovissi

"Note-worthy" Novels: Writing Music In HF
Sharratt

Women of the Harlem Renaissance
Huguley & Mahon

Blue Pencil Café

BOOKSTORE 10:30AM - 5:15PM

3:45-5:15pm

5:45-8:30pm

8:45-10:15pm

SATURDAY
Foyer
Registration Desk

No Host Bar (5:45-6:30 WWA foyer)
Closing Banquet & Entertainment
(banquet starts at 6:30)

Woodrow Wilson A
Woodrow Wilson B
Woodrow Wilson C
Woodrow Wilson D
Baltimore 1&2
Baltimore 3

[Rooms: Baltimore 3/4/5]

Baltimore 5

Baltimore 4

Annapolis 1&2
Annapolis 3&4
Pre-Function Terrace

GAYLORD NATIONAL
BALLROOM LEVEL

HNS AFTERPARTY
“Lady Baltimore’s Ball”
A Federal Era Ball
Palmer

Camellia 1
Camellia 2
Camellia 3
Camellia 4
Azalea 3
Azalea 2
Azalea 1

BOOK SIGNING

Pienza (in the Atrium)

MAIN CONFERENCE SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE - SATURDAY EVENING

LOWER
LEVEL

Atrium
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MAIN CONFERENCE

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
FRIDAY
W. Wilson A

8:00 AM - 9:00 Am
STATE OF THE STATE OF HISTORICAL FICTION: Agents and Editors Roundtable
Discussion: Melissa Danaczko, Amanda Jain, Rachel Kahan, Kevan Lyon, GRACE
MENARY-WINEFIELD, Kate Seaver, Jodi Warshaw, Paige Wheeler; moderated by HNS
A&E Liaison Elizabeth K. Mahon
Join all of our industry guests for a spirited conversation about where our genre has just been;
where it is right now; and where it looks like it’s headed.

W. Wilson B

SCHOOLBENCHES AND TRENCHES: The Philippine-American War Setting
Jennifer Hallock
Liberate and uplift? Or conquer and oppress? The revolutionaries of the eighteenth century
became the redcoats of the twentieth, fighting a war to seize the Philippines (1899-1913) as
the first step toward overseas empire. Enter the American Century, complete with debates over
transpacific trade, immigration, Muslim separatists, and national security—all issues that resonate
for the modern reader. Historian, teacher, and author Jennifer Hallock will explain why the U.S.
colonized the Philippines, how this experience still shapes both countries now, and how it
creates engaging American historical fiction.

W. Wilson C

SILK STOCKING REBELS: Writing STEAM-Powered Women
Nicky Penttila, Kate Quinn, Mary Sharratt; moderator: Margaret Porter
Throughout history, highly motivated women have exploded society’s restrictions, expectations,
and demands to pursue achievements in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math. A
fortunate few were heralded in their own time. Far more were overshadowed by men in their
lives—fathers, husbands, rivals, collaborators—ignored for decades or centuries. As writers
of historical fiction, we have the power to uplift an unsung heroine, explore the private world
of a famous figure, or create an imaginary innovator. Authors experienced in writing these
compelling characters will share how to best use that power to reveal a protagonist’s context,
conflicts, and contributions.

Baltimore 4

DON'T BITE THE BULLET: Telling the True Story of Civil War Medicine
Janet Oakley, Jake Wynn; moderator: Sara Dahmen
In both movies and novels, Civil War medicine is often depicted as chaotic, primitive and
downright dangerous. But was it? Jake Wynn, Director of Interpretation at the Clara Barton
Missing Soldiers Office Museum and the National Museum of Civil War Medicine; author
Janet Oakley, great-granddaughter of Union Surgeon WF Osborn of the 11th PA at the Battle
of Gettysburg; and author Sara Dahmen, who has researched 19th medicine, will debunk some
of the myths of Civil War and talk about the revolution in the care of the wounded from the
battlefields to the hospital. Get your scenes right!

Baltimore 5

RULING THE WAVES IN THE MEDITERRANEAN OR WAIVING THE RULES:
Ottoman North Africa, 1510-1830 Yusuf DeLorenzo
Bread baskets during revolution in Europe, gatekeepers to the rich markets of the
Mediterranean and beyond, the city states on the Barbary Coast of North Africa were feared
and vilified by their neighbors almost as much as they were needed. This presentation aims to
bring about an appreciation for the rich cultural and historical heritage, geographical and ethnic
diversity, and natural beauty of North Africa as an ideal backdrop for vibrant historical fiction,
especially after the romantic and fanciful images of an exotic orient are discarded, and the
myths personified in the evocative label “Barbary Pirates” are dispelled.

Annapolis 1&2

WEIRD-BUT-TRUE THINGS NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT THE ROARING TWENTIES
Mary Miley
The Roaring Twenties—a decade that careened from the heights of vaudeville and silent film to
the depths of Prohibition; a time when gangsters, flappers, bootleggers, and jazz musicians came
right into the parlor courtesy of a new invention called radio; the moment that women declared
their independence at the ballot box, raised their hems, bobbed their hair, slurped bathtub gin,
and shimmied late into the night. This light-hearted presentation focuses on some of the weird
people and incredible true stories missing from history textbooks.

A Bianca Goddard Mystery
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9:15 AM - 10:15 Am
SOCIAL MEDIA MISTAKES YOU MIGHT BE MAKING Laura Kamoie
Discover practical and tangible advice for building and improving an effective social media
presence from a New York Times bestselling author of over 35 novels. Learn about common and
easy-to-rectify mistakes and missed opportunities on multiple social media sites, websites, retail
and book promotion sites, newsletters, and more.

W. Wilson C

BEYOND THE BATTLEFIELD: Researching War Stories First-Hand Karen A. Chase
Historical war novelists need practical means for discovering the nuances of characters, places,
and historical events beyond mere battlefield stories and archival materials. We’ll discuss ways
to gain first-hand experience, and best practices for working with historic locations, reenactors,
historians, and enthusiasts. Plus, we’ll review how to prepare and budget to travel for research,
and how to manage and incorporate your research after your excursion. The goal is to craft war
stories that bring readers deeper into the trenches. To allow readers to authentically feel they are
one with characters—real and fictional—because the author researched beyond the battlefield.

Baltimore 4

REVOLUTIONIZING THE HERO’S JOURNEY: How to Use Non-Western Folklore to
Make Old Tales New Vanitha Sankaran
Wondering if non-Western cultures tell stories differently? Yes, they do, and so can you! The
Hero’s Journey has been a storytelling mainstay for decades. While there is value in understanding
this linear journey, especially as it pertains to Western readers, it is imperative to understand
other cultures have different journeys to illustrate conflict, battle, and outcome, with paths and
resolutions that are markedly different. Award-winning author and researcher Vanitha Sankaran
will lead an intimate interactive workshop on understanding different story goals and how to
use alternate plotting structures derived from non-Western cultures to tell stories in a fresh way.

Baltimore 5

NATURE, NURTURE, NOVEL: Turning the Birth of Psychology into Fiction
Carolyn Kirby
Are you fascinated by what went on in the Victorian asylum, or by the work of early
psychologists? How can these subjects become a research resource for a novelist? Join British
novelist Carolyn Kirby to find out how scientific thinking, past and present, including the birth
of psychology and ideas about “nature versus nurture,” can provide a fertile source of character
and plot for historical fiction. She will consider the ethics of using real historical figures as
inspiration, and consider how other novels, like The Alienist by Caleb Carr have done so.

Annapolis 1&2

YOU MEAN IT DIDN’T RAIN THAT DAY? The Perils & Pitfalls of Writing Modern History
Chanel Cleeton, Camille Di Maio, Renee Rosen, Stephanie Thornton;
moderator: Kate Quinn
In recent years, more and more historical authors have taken the plunge into writing modern
history (Post-WWII, Cuban Revolution, Cold War, & beyond), a heavily documented era
which presents its own set of unique benefits & perils. Join us as we discuss the advantages,
challenges, and pitfalls of writing and researching a time period when everything from your
character’s last sneeze to the cost of a gallon of milk is often documented.

KOFFEE KLATCHES 			
Camellia 3

9:15 AM - 10:15 Am

GEORGE WASHINGTON: The Man vs. the Myth
Host: Vernon Frykholm
Join General George Washington, portrayed by Vern Frykholm, to learn the truth about the
cherry tree, his “wooden teeth,” and that dollar he threw across the Delaware…or did he?
Is there any truth to the story of the “Indian prophecy” identifying Washington as the future
leader of a great nation, twenty years before the American Revolution? How did Washington
contend with the “fake news” of his day? What was his relationship with Benedict Arnold?
Any era or aspect of Washington’s life is open for discussion, including love and war,
religion, and politics.

Camellia 4

THE NEW WOMAN: Suffering Suffragists to Flippant Flappers
Hosts: Hazel Gaynor & Stephanie Lehmann
It’s not easy to shake off centuries of oppression, but in the early decades of the 1900s,
feminists began to see revolutionary results. “The New Woman,” as she was branded by the
media, supported herself and went to college in greater numbers than ever before. She could
drive, vote, and live with her lover in Greenwich Village if she chose. Still, society at large
disapproved, and laws continued to discriminate against women—something that may sound
familiar. Join us to talk about this fascinating era, and why it’s an exciting and relevant time
in history to set your novel.

Azalea 3

WRITING ABOUT ART AND ARTISTS IN HISTORICAL NOVELS
Hosts: Carrie Callaghan & Laura Morelli
From The Agony and the Ecstasy to Girl with a Pearl Earring and more recent tales, novels
about artists and art history remain more popular than ever. Why are readers hungry for artthemed novels, and what are the most common tropes? What are the rewards and pitfalls of
writing this genre, plus special challenges of bringing visual media to life in words? Explore
this rich topic in an informal setting with editor/novelist Carrie Callaghan (A Light of Her
Own) and art historian/novelist Laura Morelli (The Painter’s Apprentice, The Gondola
Maker) as your guides.

WHAT’S A KOFFEE KLATCH?
Koffee Klatches are informal, interactive discussion sessions focused on a specific historical topic, led
by an expert or two in that field. Space is limited to about 20 participants and there are no advance signups, so arrive early to be sure you get a seat at the table!
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10:30 AM - 11:30 Am
“...ADD MORE LIPSTICK AND ATTACK”: Evolution and Revolution in Women’s
Fashion From 1850-1970 Liza Nash Taylor
From whalebone corsets to going commando, the evolution of women’s fashion since 1850 has
been influenced by world events as well as by visionary designers including Coco Chanel, Paul
Poiret, and Yves St. Laurent. This program features a brief history of how fashion has adapted
to and been influenced by changing times. From haute couture to home sewing, the clothes
we wear have a history. A former designer for Ralph Lauren, Liza Nash Taylor offers a visual
history of fashion evolution and revolution in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

W. Wilson C

UPPING THE ANTE: Creating and Sustaining Conflict in Stories Alma Katsu
All novels need conflict: it’s at the heart of the story itself and it’s why the reader keeps turning
the pages. Conflict is what keeps the reader asking, “What happens next?” Infusing your story
with tension doesn’t mean you need to resort to melodramatic tricks and clichés. This 1-hour
presentation will: define what conflict is (and isn’t); describe four different kinds of conflict
and how to layer them to create depth in your novel; teach attendees how to analyze their own
writing; provide concrete advice on how to create more suspense and tension; and how to apply
these techniques to all kinds of writing, not just mysteries and thrillers.

W. Wilson D

MUST WE ALWAYS SING THE BLUES? Missing Chapters from the African American
Experience Denny S. Bryce, Piper Huguley, Dolen Perkins-Valdez;
ModERATOR: Sherri L. Smith
After the TV remake of Roots, rapper Snoop Dogg took to social media, saying, “They just
want to keep showing the abuse we took hundreds and hundreds of years ago… When y’all
gonna make a movie about the success we’re having?” The overriding narrative in African
American historical fiction has always been slavery—but there are many more stories to be
told! Join moderator Sherri L. Smith (Flygirl), book reviewer Denny S. Bryce (NPR Books,
Washington Independent Review of Books), and two of the most exciting African American
voices in historical fiction today—Piper Huguley (Migrations of the Heart series), and Dolen
Perkins-Valdez (Balm)—as we discuss the vibrant missing chapters in Black history.

Baltimore 4

HERE BE DRAGONS: Navigating the Tumultuous Realm of Editing Anna Bennett
Editing is a very important stage in the writing process; and it can be accomplished via many different
avenues. From story structure to character arcs, plot holes to denouement, an editor is there to
polish your masterpiece and prepare it for review by an agent or publisher. In this workshop,
Historical Editorial editor Anna Bennett will walk writers through some common issues while
working with them to learn how to identify and avoid such matters in their own writing.

Baltimore 5

THIS ISLE ISN’T BIG ENOUGH FOR BOTH OF US! The Truth about Mary Queen of
Scots vs Elizabeth the Virgin Queen Margaret George
The high drama of the political rivalry to the death between the cousin-queens Mary Stuart
and Elizabeth Tudor is often reduced to “Mary was ruled by her heart and Elizabeth by her
head.” As Margaret George researched her two novels about each of them, she found the truth
to be much more complex, tied to political alliances, nationalism, genealogy, misogyny, and
religion—quite a plateful. Each woman was clever, ruthless, charming, and played to win,
surrounded by a cast of ambitious, strong-willed men seeking to manipulate them. Leave the
Hollywood version behind and hear the much more fascinating real story!

Annapolis 1&2

WRITING THE HISTORICAL FEMALE IN THE #METOO ERA
Laura Kamoie, Eliza (E.) Knight, Kate Quinn; moderator: Heather Webb
What does it mean, in any era, for a woman to raise her voice and demand to be heard? This
question has never been more important for authors of historical novels than in today’s #MeToo
moment. Join a panel of multi-published and bestselling authors as they discuss craft tips,
research considerations, challenges, and opportunities in writing stories that center on women,
explore the female perspective, and give voice to heroines using their own documented words.

KOFFEE KLATCHES 			
Camellia 3

10:30 AM - 11:30 Am

BEYOND NURSING: Women’s Work and The Great War
Hosts: Jennifer Robson & Aimie K. Runyan
Often overshadowed by the glitz and glamour of Rosie the Riveter and the heroic efforts
made by women in WWII, the contributions of women in the Great War were substantial.
Women served as telephone operators, marines, yeomen, and more. This discussion will
bring to light the forgotten wartime efforts that helped lay the groundwork for lasting change
in the US and abroad despite the postwar reflex to return women to their previous stations.
Hosted by internationally bestselling authors, Jennifer Robson (Somewhere in France, etc.)
and Aimie K. Runyan (Girls on the Line, etc.)

Camellia 4

CALL OFF THE REVOLUTION! What-Ifs that Would Have Changed the Course of History
Hosts: Gillian Bagwell & Margaret Porter
If Catherine of Aragon had borne a living son, would England still be Catholic? What if Anne
Boleyn had given Henry a son? If Charles II had married his cousin Sophie, would Scotland
have avoided destruction? If Edward VIII had renounced Wallis Simpson, would England
have supported Hitler? History is full of forks in the road, not always obvious at the time.
Sometimes the path followed led to war or cultural upheaval, and the road not taken might
have given us a different world. Gillian Bagwell and Margaret Porter discuss these and other
intriguing possibilities. Bring your favorite what-ifs!

Azalea 3

THE MILLENNIAL REVOLUTION, A #KOFFEEKLATCH
Hosts: Amalia Carosella & Robert Rath
Every generation brings their own perspective, and their own baggage, to the historical
genre—and Millennials are no different. How will this generation—the most educated,
diverse, and self-obsessed in modern history—change the game? How can tech open new
opportunities for fiction? And how might a novel about Robespierre or Henry VIII resonate
in the Snapchat age? Join a give-and-take discussion on these questions with real, live
millennial authors. (There will be a brief intermission for avocado toast.)
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11:30 AM - 1:00 pm
Buffet lunch with special guest speaker: Guest of Honor Dolen Perkins-Valdez

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm
RAMPING UP YOUR RESEARCH: How to Do Quick, Quality Research
Helene LaFrance & Michal Strutin
Need accurate details for your Victorian romance? Background on the Haitian Revolution or
the Suffrage movement? We’re expert researchers and we’ll show you how to cut through the
garbage, get you to free, authoritative research sources, and give you tips on how best to use
them. From historic images and clothing collections to databases and archives, let research
enliven—revolutionize—your story. Learn how to discover amazing digital collections.
Become an instant advanced searcher on Google. Take maximum advantage of your local
library services. Goal: Do quick, efficient research and spend more time writing!

W. Wilson C

BEYOND ROSIE THE RIVETER: How Female Heroines Are Revolutionizing World
War II Fiction Kerri Maher, Jennifer Robson, Sherri L. Smith, Kip Wilson;
moderator: Greer Macallister
World War II once brought to mind soldiers, the Holocaust, and women in factories. Important as
those stories are, a new generation of novels set during WWII with women in the leading roles are
shedding new light on the lives of a diverse array of people living though this rich and complicated
time—in America and abroad. This panel brings together YA and adult novelists, one novel-inverse, and both real-life and fictional heroines: German resistance fighters (Wilson’s White Rose),
Americans in London (Robson’s Goodnight from London and Maher’s Kennedy Debutante),
African-American pilots, and Japanese-Americans (Smith’s Flygirl and forthcoming Pearl).

W. Wilson D

DON’T GET SCAMMED: Avoiding the Criminals That Prey on Writers
Brenda W. Clough
To be an author is hard enough. But the industry is full of bad actors and outright criminals who
prey upon the unwary. This presentation covers fraudulent publishers, scammy agents, shady
book contests, unqualified book doctors—all the pitfalls that will waste a writer’s money and
energy and maybe even derail her career. The internet and the advent of self-publishing has
made it necessary to be much more careful: on the web nobody knows you’re a dog! But fear
not, there are crimefighters combating these scamsters. Learn about possible solutions; and the
resources available to you!

Baltimore 5

WARP YOUR MIND: A Hands-On History of Textile Creation through the Ages
(interactive workshop) Libby Hawker
If your writing focuses on female characters, chances are you’ll write at least one scene
involving the production of textiles. More likely, you’ll write dozens of textile scenes
throughout your career—for the creation of fabric and clothing has been an important feature
of women’s lives for thousands of years, across countless cultures. Join author and fiber artist
Libbie Hawker for a fun history of textile production through the ages—and gain valuable
hands-on experience with fiber prep, spinning, weaving, and more!

Annapolis 1&2

SOWING THE SEEDS OF REBELLION: Colonialism and Cultural Clashes
Annamaria Alfieri, Michael J. Cooper, Sujata Massey; moderator: Nancy Bilyeau
A panel of mystery/thriller authors with novels set in India, Africa, and the Middle East—
where imperial powers dislocated indigenous life. Some of the most dramatic and compelling
stories of history take place at the intersection of these forces. This panel will have wide appeal
to historical novel readers interested in settings outside of Europe or the US, settings at the
flashpoints of empire and intrigue, the crossroads of history. And novelists at all stages of their
careers will be intrigued by the notion that their books can find an audience outside the crowded
fields of Tudor and Victorian England and Renaissance Italy.

KOFFEE KLATCHES 			
Camellia 3

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm

INSIDE THE WORLD OF ESPIONAGE: Stealing, Deception, and Manipulation
Host: Scott
How can an author write credibly about spies and their various milieus? How do you know
how to separate fact from fantasy when you lack the information to determine what’s real?
An operations officer with the CIA for more than 30 years will provide an overview on how
the spy world really works.

Azalea 3

GREAT CAESAR’S GHOST! %#%*#$* (and Other Everyday Conversation) in Ancient Rome
Host: Ian M. Evans
This small group discussion will explore the challenge of writing authentic dialogue in an
historical period for which we have little understanding of how ordinary people talked to each
other. How might we deal with blasphemy, profanity and the everyday vernacular of the citizens
of the later Roman Empire, with its hundreds of different nationalities and languages? Ian will
first offer examples of the issues he confronted when setting his latest novel in Roman Wales,
and then invite open critique and discussion of others’ thoughts about this topic.
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2:30 pm - 3:30 pm
WOMEN’S ROLES IN TUDOR LONDON Carol McGrath
The Tudor period was one of change. The first part of this talk will consider how City
women especially widows and sole traders, became independent merchants. The cloth trade
had expanded, offering new cloth mixes called “new draperies.” Could these fabrics bypass
sumptuary laws? What was the atmosphere in London for women during this era, especially
from the merchant class? With reference to Elizabeth Cromwell, wife to Thomas Cromwell,
the King’s servant, this presentation explores the day to day life of female merchants and
housewives, looking in particular at: marriage, birthing traditions and the Tudor way of death.
From mid-16th century until the century’s end, England was ruled by queens. Did the rule
of queens rather than that of kings, influence women’s lives? There will also be a very brief
reference to research tools such as maps, inventories, and household accounts.

W. Wilson C

LANDSCAPES TURNED RED: The Pacifist’s Guide to Writing Authentic Battle Scenes
David Ebsworth, Jack Hight, Charlene Newcomb; moderator: Glen Craney
Do you dread writing that climactic chapter of bloody combat? Would you rather wage a
duel of parlor wits or scheme intrigue in the royal courts? You are not alone. But to the fields
of glory the armies must go, so gird your loins as these veterans of war fiction offer tips on
creating authentic yet readable battle narratives, including juxtaposing home front scenes to
heighten the stakes, tempering the gore while maintaining the immediacy of threat; making
military strategy personal to your characters; depicting the chaos without confusing the reader,
and evoking the pace of action.

W. Wilson D

FROM TRIANON TO TUMBRILS: The French Revolution in Historical Fiction
Leslie Carroll w/a Juliet Grey, Stephanie Dray; moderator: Meghan Masterson
It was the best of times; it was the worst of times. It was also an era of propaganda and libelles
—fake news—designed to tarnish the character of one’s enemies and topple a monarchy. A
trio of novelists who have illuminated the conflict from both the Royalist and Republican
perspectives will bust the myths and discuss the authentic history of these turbulent times
and their own searches for the truth amid the chaos.

Baltimore 5

DEATH BECOMES HER: The Timeless Appeal of the Tragic Heroine
Hazel Gaynor, Gill Paul; moderator, Heather Webb
From Anastasia Romanova to Princess Grace of Monaco, there’s something about women who
die amid tragic circumstances that appeals to historical novelists—and readers. Fame, legacy,
their impact on the world, incomparable talents never given their due are all tenements of a
good story and still resonate today, regardless of the era. In this panel, Hazel Gaynor, Gill Paul,
and Heather Webb will share their personal fascination with extraordinary characters whose
lives were punctuated by tragedy, explaining how they weave fact and fiction, as well as their
methods for incorporating pertinent details to make a hero or heroine unforgettable.

Annapolis 1&2

SELF-PUBLISHING Q&A Janet Oakley, Judith Starkston; moderator: Anna Castle
Three indie authors will answer your questions about self-publishing. Two of us have been at
this for years with 17 books in our combined catalogs, while the third is just getting started, so
we have different perspectives to share. Our aim is to meet you where you are in the road to
self-publication. This will be a highly interactive session. We’ll introduce a handful of perennial
topics, but if you’ve got another question, come ask it! We’ll do our best to answer it.

Annapolis 3&4

IN FOR THE LONG HAUL: The Craft of Writing a Series/Trilogy
Nancy Bilyeau, Patricia Bracewell, Anne Easter Smith;
moderator: Donna Russo Morin
Whether you’re crafting a trilogy or an ongoing series, serial writing demands considerable
forethought and particular tools of the trade. This session will weigh the pros and cons
of writing a series and look at the decisions necessary in the earliest planning stages and
beyond. Our panelists will present techniques that are crucial to maintaining continuity, how
to craft a single plot for each book and over-arching plot for the series, how to age characters
authentically, how to engage readers who start mid-series, and how to tie the series together
at the end in a manner satisfying to your readers.

KOFFEE KLATCHES 		
Camellia 3

2:30 pM - 3:30 pm

A CRIME BY ANY OTHER NAME: How an Era’s Definition of Crime Impacts
Characters and Plot Lines Host: Rosemary Poole-Carter
This discussion will examine and explore what is considered criminal in different times and
places depicted in historical mysteries and thrillers. How do writers choose perpetrators
and victims, devise a resolution to a crime, and provide a sense of justice accomplished that
satisfies their readers? Participants will share their thoughts and experiences regarding the
ways that varied definitions of crime impact their characters, plot lines, solutions, and themes
in historical fiction.

Camellia 4

UNBUTTONED: Writing Rebel Victoriana
Hosts: Greer Macallister & Deanna Raybourn
When you hear “Victorian era,” do you think of buttoned-up attitudes, highly prescribed
societal roles, and repression of all sorts? You’re not alone. However, this period (18371901) also had more than its share of wild, rebellious, and experimental people pushing
back against society’s rigorous constraints—making these years extremely rich territory
for historical fiction. Deanna Raybourn (the Veronica Speedwell mysteries) and Greer
Macallister (The Magician’s Lie and Woman 99) will lead a discussion on some of the
period’s particularly interesting dichotomies, great research sources, and methods for
building a robust, realistic Victorian cast of characters.

Azalea 3

THE CROSSOVER REVOLUTION: IS IT ADULT OR YA?
Hosts: Kerri Maher & Kip Wilson
With teen protagonists central to award-winning adult historical fiction like All the Light We
Cannot See, and protagonists beyond school age at the core of award-winning YA historical
novels like Code Name Verity, it’s no wonder the line between age categories remains a bit
blurry. Adult author Kerri Maher and YA author Kip Wilson are critique partners and editors
at the award-winning journal YARN (Young Adult Review Network) who’ve had many
discussions on this topic. They’ll share what made The Kennedy Debutante fall under adult
and White Rose under YA, along with helping authors decide what’s best for their work.
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3:45 pm - 4:45 pm
COLD READS critiqued by Industry Guests Amanda Jain, Kevan Lyon, Kate
Seaver, and Jodi Warshaw; Reader: author Gillian Bagwell
During each session, the first 2 opening pages of manuscripts chosen at random will be “cold
read” by a volunteer reader with professional performance skills, as a panel of top industry
experts (a combination of editors and/or literary agents) follow along with their own printed
copies of the pages. Our industry guests will then offer constructive comments on what worked
for them, and what didn’t work quite as well, from the pages that were just presented. Our aim
is for audience members, as well as the anonymous author whose work is being critiqued, to
learn and develop from the comments.

W. Wilson C

FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS: How to Create and Sustain a Successful Writing Collaboration
Karen White, Beatriz Williams, Lauren Willig; moderator: Rachel Kahan
Writing books can be a lonely business. Your friends can help. Find out how New York Times
bestselling authors Karen White, Lauren Willig, and Beatriz Williams teamed up to write two
critically and commercially successful historical novels together. The authors (moderated by their
editor, Rachel Kahan of William Morrow) will discuss how to put together a winning team, how
to make the most of each member’s talent and manage the creative process, how to market your
collaboration, how to balance and complement your collaborative and stand-alone efforts, and—
most importantly—how to have fun and stay friends throughout.

W. Wilson D

GASLAMPS, GHOSTS, AND TROPES: Writing the Neo-Gothic Novel
Nicole Evelina, Clarissa Harwood, Leanna Renee Hieber; moderator: Kris Waldherr
The birth of the Gothic novel occurred both alongside, and in reaction to, the Industrial
Revolution: Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto, considered the first Gothic novel, was
published in 1764. Utilizing mystery, romanticism, and the supernatural, the Gothic also
reflected the changing roles of women in society and concurrent rise in Spiritualism. More than
two hundred years later, the Gothic novel is enjoying a renewed popularity in historical fiction.
In this panel, we’ll discuss what’s involved in writing the neo-Gothic novel, explore subgenres
such as steampunk, and offer advice on how to breathe new life into Gothic tropes.

Baltimore 4

CARDS & DICE ~ OR, HOW YOUR WASTREL SQUANDERED HIS INHERITANCE
Lawrence Ellsworth
Being a spirited introduction to historical games of chance: how they were played, who played
them, how to describe them, and which ones will best serve your dramatic purposes. Behold: a
stimulating presentation on luck and its lack throughout the ages, with simple and memorable
explications of games played at all levels of society. How do you “run the dice”? What games
may a lady play without scandal? Does the House really always win? And how does one …
cheat? This stimulating presentation covers all this and more, including demonstrations of key
games via audience participation using giant playing cards and oversized dice.

Annapolis 1&2

THEME: WHAT THE HELL IS IT? Stephanie Lehmann
Many of us think of “theme” as something our English teachers made us discuss to sap the
pleasure out of reading. This could explain why a writer might avoid thinking about how it applies
to her own work. The elusive definition of theme also makes us wary of the topic. Stephanie
Lehmann, an author who’s taught writing workshops for years, has finally grappled with the
concept. In this presentation, she’ll share her thoughts on various aspects of theme and how it
bears on the writing process. She’ll even attempt to nail down what a theme is supposed to be.

Annapolis 3&4

PAPAL DAUGHTERS, SECRET ARTISTS, AND POWER WIVES: Writing the Women
of the Italian Renaissance
Donna Russo Morin, Alyssa Palombo, Kate Quinn; moderator: Laura Morelli
The Italian Renaissance is a period that continues to fascinate readers and authors of fiction
alike. Often, though, information on women of the period—both notable figures and everyday
women—can be harder to come by, given that the period is dominated by many famous men.
Authors Laura Morelli, Donna Russo Morin, Alyssa Palombo, and Kate Quinn will discuss the
challenges and joys of writing about the Italian Renaissance and its women in particular, those
who influenced the art, politics, and religion of their world. The panel will discuss trends and
topics related to writing in this fascinating period.

FRIDAY
W. Wilson A

5:00 pm - 6:30 pm
HOOCH THROUGH HISTORY: REVOLUTIONS AROUND THE WORLD Isobel Carr
Special event (pre-registered, additional fee $75 per person)
A potent potables tasting flight across the centuries, Hooch Through History touches down in
six countries around the globe. Our “spirit” guide—food and beverage historian Isobel Carr—
will lead attendees through deliciously “Revolutionary” cocktails (paired with a few authentic
hors d’oeuvres) that were imbibed in America, Mexico, Haiti, France, India, and Japan during
particularly turbulent times. As you sip and nosh, you’ll learn the whats, whys, and hows
behind these specific recipes. Along your journey, you’ll sample the punch that blew George
Washington’s stockings off, sip the daiquiri that may have fueled a Caribbean slave revolt, and
learn why the pairing of gin and tonic was so crucial to India during the days of colonialism.
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8:00 Am - 9:00 Am

GONE WITH THE WINDBAG or, How to Write a Focused Plot Even If It’s 418,053
Words Long Stephanie Lehmann
Is your story heading south? Are you lost in the fog of your plot? Even if a novel has the sweep
of an antebellum hoop skirt, a solid core structure will keep its story on track. Author and writing
instructor Stephanie Lehmann will present an 8-part structure that’s helped free many students
from the slavery of aimless rewriting. She’ll spice things up with film clips from GONE WITH
THE WIND, using its familiar storyline to illustrate. You’ll be newly inspired to face the next
draft, even if you wait until tomorrow to think about it, because after all, tomorrow is…

W. Wilson C

COLD READS critiqued by Industry Guests Melissa Danaczko, Rachel Kahan,
GRACE MENARY-winefield, and Paige Wheeler; Reader: author Leslie Carroll
During each session, the first 2 opening pages of manuscripts chosen at random will be “cold
read” by a volunteer reader with professional performance skills, as a panel of top industry
experts (a combination of editors and/or literary agents) follow along with their own printed
copies of the pages. Our industry guests will then offer constructive comments on what worked
for them, and what didn’t work quite as well, from the pages that were just presented. Our aim
is for audience members, as well as the anonymous author whose work is being critiqued, to
learn and develop from the comments.

Baltimore 3

REVOLUTION IN PARADISE: The Perils and Joys of Researching American
Historical Novels About Revolution Inside Communist Cuba
Robert N. Macomber
Typically, when people think of “revolution” and Cuba, 1959 images of Fidel Castro come
to mind. But there is a significant twist in Robert N. Macomber’s presentation, for it refers
to the original revolution in Cuba, a thirty-year (1868-1898) struggle by Cuban patriots for
independence from Spain. When people think of “paradise” and Cuba, sounds of upbeat music
while riding in classic convertibles often presents a more modern image, but only after spending
over a decade of research trips on this island gem, can the fullest understanding be revealed. Mr.
Macomber will share his unique experiences, sometimes daunting, sometimes hilarious!

Baltimore 4

THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGIN’: Historical Fiction Joins the Protest March
Nicole Evelina, Diane C. McPhail; moderator: Glen Craney
We live in tumultuous times. Reactionary forces that evoke dark memories of the world wars
are on the rise again—and set against them, resistance and social justice movements. Why
now? What lessons have we failed to learn? Are there similarities with these past conflicts?
The historical novelist is particularly suited to set these developments in context and help
readers understand the shifting social and demographic forces roiling our current political
landscape. Join our panelists who have written about momentous social rights crusades for a
lively and informative discussion about the march for justice that never ends.

Baltimore 5

THE ROMANOVS IN HISTORICAL FICTION: Revolution and Popular Imagination
Tamar Anolic
The 304-year-old Romanov dynasty was swept off its throne by the Communist Revolution of
1917. The reasons for the Revolution were myriad and often depend on the lens of history that the
observer uses: a weak monarch disconnected from his people. An only son and sick heir. A mad
monk. In the years that followed the Revolution, other dictators rose in the Romanovs’ place, and
the entire imperial family was either murdered or exiled. The increased interest in the Romanovs
over the last several decades has proven that this period is a fertile one for historical fiction.

Annapolis 1&2

HISTORICAL AUTHORS UNITE! All About Author Marketing Collectives
Janie Chang; Susan Meissner, Aimie K. Runyan; moderator: Kevan Lyon
There’s strength in numbers. Author marketing collectives (AMC) amplify your own marketing
efforts, let you tap into members’ diverse expertise, experience, and relationships. How do
you establish your own AMC? The Tall Poppy Writers are an AMC with a combined social
media reach of approximately 660,000 followers including a Facebook community of 8,500
members. Learn what worked and what didn’t, what an AMC addresses that a publishing house
can’t, what agents and editors think of AMCs, and what results TPW is seeing on sales, event
attendance, social media engagement, and charitable fundraising.
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SATURDAY
W. Wilson B

9:15 Am - 10:15 Am

ROMAN MARITIME TRADE IN THE INDIAN OCEAN Lewis McIntyre
Two thousand years ago, one hundred and twenty Roman ships plied the open Indian Ocean
between Aden and India, doing, in modern currency, billions of dollars in trade each year.
However, this important and fascinating trade is little known today. This seminar will explore
the history of Indian Ocean navigation, the Hippalic wind that permitted fast open ocean
sailing, navigation techniques, and the scope of trade and its importance to the Roman state
budget. This seminar will present classical and modern references, to assist authors researching
this material for potential fiction or non-fiction works, or for just general interest.

Baltimore 1&2

“REVOLUTIONARY AND SOCIAL DANCES” THROUGH HISTORY:
Part 1—Branlé through Waltz (interactive workshop) LARRY (CORKY) PALMER
As historical authors, we often include dancing scenes in our novels. And nothing can take the
place of a little firsthand experience! Celebrated dance master Larry (Corky) Palmer and his wife
Cindy will lead a lively interactive hour of period group dance instruction in “revolutionary”
dances, with the history and settings of the various dances, for their respective eras, from the
English Renaissance through America’s Federal period. If your “period” falls within these
centuries, or even if you’re tired of sitting down, come shake a leg! Recorded music. No
previous dance experience necessary. Wear comfortable shoes and clothes you can move in.

Baltimore 4

WHEN YOU DON’T QUITE FIT: Carving Out Your Niche in a Crowded Market
Leanna Renee Hieber, Deanna Raybourn, Lauren Willig; moderator: Alison Stuart
Publishers and retailers love labels; but what do you do when what you write doesn’t fit neatly
on the shelf and publishers shake their heads in woe and say they love your story but you just
don’t fit the market? Is it … “tragedy, comedy, history, pastoral, pastoral-comical, historicalpastoral, tragical-historical, tragical-comical-historical-pastoral” …? In a fun panel discussion,
four cross-genre, hybrid writers of historicals, historical mysteries and romantic historicals talk
about writing the stories they love and the trials and tribulations of finding their corner of the
market. There will be chocolate.

Annapolis 1&2

THE ANCIENT WORLD EMPOWERED: Giving Voices to the Voiceless
Amalia Carosella, Libbie Hawker, Zenobia Neil, Vanitha Sankaran;
moderator: Stephanie Thornton
Classics, like fairytales, have the power to imagine and impel. Depending on cultural
background, that can mean poring over The Iliad, examining biases in The Mahabharata,
or understanding what actual power Cleopatra wielded. The #MeToo movement is new;
but the stories the voiceless have not been able to tell persist through place and time. As
the stories of those “left behind” become more available, how does our understanding of
the past change? Does this additional insight into the classics offer new perspective on the
ongoing struggle to find our place in the world?

KOFFEE KLATCHES 			
Camellia 3

9:15 AM - 10:15 Am

WHO WAS THOMAS CROMWELL? Host: Carol McGrath
The early Tudor era was a time of great change for England. A new dynasty replaced the
Plantagenet rulers and the period was influenced by Renaissance New Learning. The English
Reformation emerged from the peripheral of Continental religious movements. Was Thomas
Cromwell, the King’s minister, a closet evangelical? Was the closure of the monasteries
designed to line the King’s coffers or was this aimed to turn English religious traditions
upside down and reform them for genuine reasons?

Camellia 4

WHAT SHE WORE AND WHY IT MATTERS HOST: Jeanne Mackin
Does it matter that Jean Brody’s girls wore their school caps tilted at a certain angle, or that
Scarlet O’Hara wore a dress made of green velvet curtains? Yes! How authors dress their
fictional characters is one of the more revealing ways those characters are developed. Clothing
adds greatly to the story, and in some moments becomes the story. In this discussion group we
will exchange samples of some our favorite clothing moments in great novels, and I’ll discuss
the significance of clothing in women’s lives in the early and mid-twentieth century.

Azalea 3

BETWEEN THE LINES WITH CASTRO AND THE KENNEDYS: Politics and Politicians
Influencing Story and Character Hosts: Chanel Cleeton & Kerri Maher
Politics are terrific drivers of action and intrigue in a historical novel. When characters
enter controversies like war and protest, they reveal themselves to readers and throw down
gauntlets. When the novel is historical, the stakes are all the higher for a character who might
be on the “wrong” side of history. Chanel Cleeton and Kerri Maher both leverage politics in
their novels Next Year in Havana, When We Left Cuba (Cleeton) and The Kennedy Debutante
(Maher); they will discuss how their heroines grew in relation to world events and figures
like Fidel Castro and Joseph P. Kennedy.

Azalea 2

WOMEN WARRIORS THROUGH HISTORY: Who They Are and How to Tell Their Stories
Host: Michal Strutin
Cleopatra and Joan of Arc come to mind, maybe Zenobia of Palmyra. Yet history is full of
women who led revolts against Rome, the Han Dynasty, and other juggernauts of their day.
We’ll discuss who some of these women were, with a briefly annotated list for reference.
We’ll look at the conditions that lead women to rise up. And we’ll discuss how best to tell
their stories. Some of these women need a writer to tell their story. Some are well represented
in fiction. Bring your favorites and I’ll bring mine.
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SATURDAY
W. Wilson C

10:30 Am - 11:30 Am

THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR IN FICTION AND FACT
J.D. Davies, Jeff Shaara, moderator: Gillian Bagwell
Jeff Shaara and J.D. Davies discuss writing military historical fiction from the perspective of
individual combatants in conflicts on land and sea over the centuries and around the world,
sometimes on what turned out to be the losing side. They will consider: Why are readers so
attracted to the figure of “the warrior”? Can writers accurately portray the experiences and
mindsets of warriors in the past? How accurately—that is, brutally—should writers portray
what were often horrific wounds and deaths? Why have some enemies become regarded as
“honorable,” and others as the opposite?

W. Wilson D

REVOLUTION THROUGH ART: Rebellion Without a Gun
Nancy Bilyeau, Donna Russo Morin, Renee Rosen; moderator: Heather Webb
Some of the most influential and determinant aspects of revolution come about through artistic
expression. In this panel, we’ll discuss the impact of different artistic mediums that range across
several eras and countries, and how they all share a common thread. Bravery, Creation, Change,
Revolution. The authors will also share craft advice on how to integrate these themes into the
narrative in an authentic and meaningful way.

Baltimore 1&2

“REVOLUTIONARY AND SOCIAL DANCES” THROUGH HISTORY: Part 2—Victorian
through Gay Nineties and early 20th c. (interactive workshop) LARRY (CORKY) PALMER
We historical authors sometimes include dancing scenes in our novels. And nothing can take
the place of some firsthand experience! Celebrated dance master Larry (Corky) Palmer and
his wife Cindy will lead a lively interactive hour of period group dance instruction in dances
that themselves revolutionized the dance floor, such as the Waltz and other dances considered
“scandalous” in their day, from the Victorians up through (e.g.) the Ragtime era’s Cakewalk
and Castle Walk. If you are researching or writing these eras, or if you just want to get up and
cut a rug, come on in and join the merriment! Recorded music. No previous dance experience
necessary. Wear comfortable shoes and clothes you can move in.

Baltimore 4

TOOLS OF THE TRADES: HANDS-ON HISTORY (interactive workshop) Sara Dahmen
Metalsmith Sara Dahmen will discuss the tools used by artisans of the past, from blacksmiths to
coopers to nursemaids. She will also provide some machines, hand-cranks, and hand tools from
the 1800s to be touched, tried, and applied. Some participants may wish to attempt to make
some small items out of tin with hand pliers and snips. Robust discussion is encouraged.

Annapolis 3&4

SHERLOCK HOLMES AS SCIENCE FICTION Bradley Harper
At the time that the great historical mystery novelist Sir Arthur Conan Doyle had Holmes
examining “tyre marks” and crime scenes, the science of forensic examination did not exist.
Bradley Harper will discuss how the techniques Doyle describes in his stories led to the world’s
first forensic laboratory, and to the creation of forensics as an academic discipline.

KOFFEE KLATCHES 		
Camellia 3

10:30 AM - 11:30 Am

AVOIDING BURNOUT IN THE DIGITAL AGE Host: Robert Rath
The digital revolution is here. You can be your own publisher, set your own deadlines, get
funding directly from fans… so why are you working harder than ever? Suddenly you’re
writing a book AND promotional content for Twitter, Facebook, and Patreon. The benefits
are real, but so are the dangers. Keeping up with it all can be exhausting—especially on
platforms that reward volume. What are the advantages of digital promotion? How much
should you be doing? What new platforms make this easier? How can you avoid burnout?
Join a guided commiseration session on how to cope with new “opportunities.”

Camellia 4

LET’S HAVE MORE STORIES ABOUT LADIES OF SCIENCE Host: Nicky Penttila
What was the most-lucrative trade for women in 18thc America? Midwifery. Who got written
out of 19thc US histories of medicine? Nearly every woman physician/obstetrician. From
Merit-Ptah, a “chief physician” in the Early Dynastic Period in Egypt, to the gene-splicers
and physicians of today, women have served as healers and medical trailblazers throughout
history. Join science writer and historical novelist Nicky Penttila for a quick tour of science
through the eyes of the women who pursued it (focusing on US and Europe) and discover a
treasure-trove of stories just waiting to be told.

Azalea 3

THE SPORT OF KINGS IN THE NEW WORD: Horse Racing in America
Host: Stephen Petti
Place your bets and see if you’re a winner! Over the centuries we have fallen in love with
these majestic animals; and that love affair has covered the gamut of society: billionaires
and bums, movie stars and dishwashers, presidents and parolees. One horse was so popular
that he graced the covers of Time, Newsweek and Sports Illustrated all in the same week! In
a sprint of horseracing in America, Steve Petti will take you out of the starting gate from the
beginning of racing in the US, round the turn with the origins of classic racing and the people
behind some very familiar names at the turn of the century, and down the stretch of the Great
Depression and WWII to the finish line. The horses, the people, the places!

saturday	
W. Wilson A

11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Buffet lunch with special guest speaker: Guest of Honor Jeff Shaara
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saturday	

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm

READERS FESTIVAL SPECIAL SESSIONS
HNS conference registrants may also attend all Readers Festival events

W. Wilson B

DYNAMIC DUOS: Husbands and Wives Who Worked Together during the
Women’s Suffrage Movement Nicole Evelina & Hope Tarr
The words “women’s suffrage movement” conjure images of outspoken women who were
either spinsters or fought against male prejudice to achieve their goal. But suffragists actually
had many male supporters, and several leaders campaigned side-by-side with their husbands.
Nicole Evelina and Hope C. Tarr will introduce you to three such dynamic duos—Lucy Stone
and her husband Henry Blackwell; Virginia Minor and her husband Francis Minor; and Carrie
Chapman Catt and her second husband George Catt—and will explore how their partnership
and mutual support helped them become living examples of equality among the sexes.

W. Wilson C

WRITING 20TH CENTURY NON-EUROPEAN HISTORICAL FICTION: Diversity,
Research, and Why Not?
Eliza (E). Knight, Vanessa Riley; moderator: Denny S. Bryce
Western Europe in fiction has served as “default history” for decades (even centuries).
Why? Perhaps because this history is more accessible and documented, and the books
inspired by this part of the world have held our imagination and interest for generations.
Historical fiction and romance readers have been trained to expect their stories to include
protagonists, heroes, and heroines, and locations that “look” a certain way. This panel will
discuss the importance of dynamic storytelling that includes characters, cultures, locations,
and careers from areas other than Western Europe: Afro-Caribbean, early 20th century
Americana, and more. They will discuss their journeys, research techniques, and some of the
barriers to getting their stories told—plus changes in the publishing industry in recent years
that have encouraged culturally diverse storytelling. The purpose of this panel is to provide
authors and readers with fresh perspectives and research options about ways to diversify
their reading habits as well as incorporate more of the world into their storytelling.

Baltimore 1&2

DANCE WITH MEN IN KILTS!* (*MEN IN KILTS NOT PROVIDED) (interactive workshop)
Gillian Bagwell & Bruce Herbold
Wouldn’t it be fun to learn Scottish country dance, so you’re ready when the handsome
Highlander or bonnie lassie of your dreams smiles at you across a crowded ceilidh? You can!
In this workshop, you’ll learn the basic steps and a few figures you may already know from
American square dancing and put it all together in a selection of the fun, friendly traditional
social dances of Scotland. No experience or partner is necessary! The footwear for people
who do Scottish country dance regularly is ghillies, but ballet slippers or any lightweight
shoes that permit flexibility will do.

Baltimore 4

DOUBLE TROUBLE: Crafting the Dual Timeline Historical Novel
Discussion hosts: Kate Quinn & Beatriz Williams
No trend in recent historical fiction is hotter than the rise of the dual timeline, as authors
twine a historical story with a modern story or braid multiple historical narratives together
into one. Discuss the advantages and pitfalls of dual timeline historical novels with New York
Times bestsellers Kate Quinn and Beatriz Williams, who have between them authored eleven
historical novels each juggling multiple timelines.

Annapolis 1&2

WOMEN OF WASHINGTON: First Ladies, Society’s Sirens, and Hustlers on the Hill
Stephanie Dray, Stephanie Thornton; moderator: Margaret Porter
Women of Washington, whatever their origins, have historically been regarded as
revolutionary. Female prominence in the political realm may be the subject of recent
headlines, but the past is definitely prologue. Discussion topics include First Ladies and their
surrogates, political spouses, office holders, prominent hostesses, women’s suffrage pioneers.
Attention will be paid to lesser known females (spies, Civil War nurses) and members of
the underclasses: servants, the enslaved, Underground Railroad conductors, prostitutes who
serviced influential and powerful men. Which historical women left permanent footprints?
What traditions did they buck, and what trails did they blaze?

Annapolis 3&4

“SONGS AND SOLDIERS OF THE CIVIL WAR”: Presented Live with Banjo, Guitar
and Song” Curt Locklear
Be amazed by the Civil War songs performed with banjo and guitar, illustrated by the stories
and images that go with the songs. Hear about what the soldiers living in the Romantic Era
thought. Learn what they wore, what they ate, the medications they took, and hear true and
often funny stories. Curt Locklear has presented and sung before thousands, from Georgia
to Texas to Minnesota. He has two highly-acclaimed Civil War novels and is completing the
third book in the trilogy. Be prepared to laugh and feel free to sing along. Information for
immediate use, backed up by research, comes alive.
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saturDAY

1:15 pm - 2:15 pm

READERS FESTIVAL - koffee klatches
Camellia 4

MORE THAN MONUMENTS, PAST POLITICS: The Human Face of Early
Washington, D.C. Host: Jennifer Bort Yacovissi
The words “Washington, D.C.” are so often used as an epithet—by politicians, talking heads,
and the media as short-hand for corruption, cronyism, and general cluelessness—that it’s
sometimes hard to remember that people actually live here. With this year’s HNS conference
taking place just across the river from the nation’s capital, this is the perfect opportunity to chat
about the rich but hidden history of everyday Washington, D.C., its growing pains, its diverse
neighborhoods, and its ordinary citizens—the ones who form the true character of the city.

Azalea 3

WOMEN OF THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE
Hosts: Piper Huguley & Elizabeth Kerri Mahon
Beginning at the end of World War I, the Harlem Renaissance was America’s first AfricanAmerican literary and artistic movement. It was an exciting period in American history, an
intellectual, social, and artistic explosion that took place in Harlem, New York, spanning
the 1920s. The Harlem Renaissance also sparked the notion of the “New Negro Woman”,
relating to women poets, authors and intellectuals, known for their race conscious writing.
Women in the Harlem Renaissance played a vital role as the voice for the struggling minority
of African American women.

saturDAY
W. Wilson A

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm

TEA & COFFEE WITH GUESTS OF HONOR Dolen Perkins-Valdez and Jeff Shaara
Author, journalist, and critic known nationwide as “The Book Maven,” Bethanne Patrick, will
interview our guests of honor, discussing, among other topics, their literary interpretations of
the American Civil War era; followed by a Q&A from the audience. HNS conference registrants
may also attend this event.

Annapolis 1&2

LAUNCHING AND SUSTAINING A SUCCESSFUL LOCAL HNS CHAPTER
Ana Brazil, Faith Justice, Judith Starkston; moderator: Glen Craney
Do you wish you could enjoy on a more regular basis the camaraderie of fellow authors and
readers of historical fiction? Since 2011, ten HNS chapters have been formed across the United
States, but there remain many regions without chapters. If you feel inspired to start a chapter, or
if you’d like to hear ideas on how to help your current chapter grow and flourish, this panel is
for you. Panelists will share advice and tips from their experiences in helping administer their
respective local chapters.

KOFFEE KLATCHES 			
Camellia 3

2:30 pM - 3:30 pm

FROM INSPIRATION TO PUBLICATION: RESEARCH RESOURCES
Hosts: Sarah Johnson & Alana White
In best-case scenarios, research sparks the imagination and the emotions. It is the soul of
historical fiction, immersing your readers in a particular time and place. But where to begin?
Join two seasoned pros—a historical novelist and a librarian—for an intimate discussion
focused on using research to bring historical worlds alive while creating rich, believable
settings and characters. Participants will learn about a variety of useful sources for historical
information and tips for conducting on-site research. Bring your questions and your own
favorite sources to share.

Camellia 4

“NOTE-WORTHY” NOVELS: Writing Music in Historical Fiction Host: Mary Sharratt
How does an author translate the magic of music to the written page? How does one read
(and write) what is meant to be heard? How can historical fiction illuminate soundscapes for
the reader, thereby creating a wrap-around experience that ignites our senses and transports
us to another world? Sharing musical cuts with her guests as well as images of the 19th
century art that inspired and informed both the real-life characters and the novel they inhabit,
author Mary Sharratt, who has woven the unforgettable music of Alma and Gustav Mahler
into her acclaimed novel Ecstasy, discusses how writers can capture the unique cadences of
classical music and make them come alive on the page.

Conference attendees are also encouraged to use the Saturday mid-afternoon hours to network and mingle. As
each conference rolls around, HNS members often ask the Board how/where they can find other panelists for
their proposal ideas. Our answer: make new friends and meet like-minded colleagues at the conferences you
attend! Feedback from past conference attendees reflected a desire for some additional open time to mingle—or
just to chill. We heard you: here it is.

SATURDAY
Pienza (Atrium)

3:45 pm - 5:15 pm

BOOK SIGNING

SATURDAY

8:45 pm - 10:15 pm

Baltimore Rooms LADY BALTIMORE’S BALL
3/4/5
After the Saturday banquet, the party continues with a lively Ball to close out the festivities.

Master dance instructor Larry “Corky” Palmer, who for decades has led the Alexandria
Assembly, the George Washington “Birthnight Balls” at the Gadsby Tavern dances; and has
brought his skills to Mount Vernon, the White House, the Smithsonian, and the Kennedy
Center, will lead our ball—with the assistance of his accomplished wife Cindy, a trio of live
musicians, and a duo of costumed dancers to help facilitate our steps through reels and other
fun group dances.
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GUESTS OF HONOR
Dolen Perkins-Valdez
Dolen Perkins-Valdez is the author of the New York Times bestselling novel Wench.
Chronicling the lives of four slave women who are their masters’ mistresses, the book
has been highly praised in many circles. USA Today called it “deeply moving” and
“beautifully written.” People called it “a devastatingly beautiful account of a cruel
past.” O, The Oprah Magazine chose it as a Top Ten Pick of the Month, and NPR named
it a top 5 book club pick of 2010. Dolen received a DC Commission on the Arts Grant for
her second novel Balm, which explores the events following the Civil War as three women
come to Chicago in search of a new life. The Washington Post calls Balm “moving”
and “gorgeously written.” The New York Journal of Books describes it as “a powerful
novel inspired by our nation’s past…a tale of individual loves, longings, and losses
bound together by the healing balm of hope. Perkins-Valdez truly captures the American
spirit.” Dolen’s fiction has appeared in The Kenyon Review, StoryQuarterly, StorySouth,
and elsewhere. She also wrote an introduction to the New York Times bestseller Twelve
Years a Slave by Solomon Northrup. In 2011, she was a finalist for two NAACP Image
Awards and the Hurston-Wright Legacy Award for fiction. She was also awarded the
First Novelist Award by the Black Caucus of the American
Library Association. Dolen is on the faculty of the MFA
Program at American University in DC and is a popular
guest for Black History and Women’s Month programs. A
graduate of Harvard and a former University of California
President’s Postdoctoral Fellow at UCLA, Dolen lives in
Washington, DC with her family.

Jeff Shaara
Jeff Shaara is the New York Times bestselling author of Gods and Generals and The
Last Full Measure—two novels that complete the Civil War trilogy begun by his father,
Michael Shaara, with the Pulitzer Prize-winning book The Killer Angels. A descendant
of Italian immigrants, Jeff Shaara was born in 1952 in New Brunswick, New Jersey,
grew up in Tallahassee, Florida, and graduated from Florida State University with a
degree in criminology. He lives in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. Shaara’s World War II
series includes The Final Storm, No Less Than Victory, The Steel Wave, and The Rising
Tide. Shaara has also written To the Last Man, The Glorious Cause, Rise to Rebellion,
and Gone for Soldiers. In 2012, Shaara returned to the Civil War with A Blaze of Glory,
followed by A Chain of Thunder, The Smoke at Dawn, and The Fateful Lightning—
all New York Times bestsellers. In his new bestselling book, The Frozen Hours, Shaara
brings readers to the front lines of the Korean
War and the Battle of Chosin Reservoir.
Through researching memoirs, collections of
letters, and diaries Shaara takes on the voices
of the generals, the foot soldiers, and even of the
Chinese commander, bringing to life the events
of the battle through the eyes of the characters.

SPECIAL PRESENTERS
ISOBEL CARR
Isobel Carr [Friday night Hooch through History Spirit Guide] is a bestselling author of
historical romance and has presented historical clothing and food workshops at conferences
and colloquiums all around the world. Her 40-plus years as a historical re-enactor have
concentrated her research on recreating clothing and food as closely as possible. Sometimes
this means brewing her own ale, finding a source for isinglass, figuring out what eighteenth
century gin really tasted like, or hunting down a sixteenth century waffle iron (all of which is
worth it when it comes time to sit down at the table). To find out more about Isobel and her
books, visit www.isobelcarr.com.

Bruce Herbold
[Readers Festival Dance with Men in Kilts co-presenter] began Scottish Country Dancing
in 1976 in Berkeley and has pursued it avidly ever since. He began teaching SCD in
1981. In both dancing and teaching, he emphasizes the social aspects of Scottish Country
Dance, especially the joys of teamwork and social interaction. He has co-taught a teacher
training class and has taught at workshops in Victoria, Vancouver, Calgary, Cleveland; and
California--where he currently teaches regular Monday and Thursday night classes. The
music, sociability, ingenuity, and fun of Scottish social dance continually inspires him.

LARRY “CORKY” PALMER
Larry "Corky" Palmer [Saturday Dance Instructor/Caller] has been teaching historic dance
since 1991, and has been dance coach of the Alexandria Assembly for the past 26 years.
Together with his wife, Cindy, Mr. Palmer has performed at venues to include Colonial
Williamsburg, The Library of Congress, the White House, the Kennedy Center, and the
Smithsonian, as well as historic sites in and around the Washington Metropolitan Area. He has
been dancing master for Gadsby’s Tavern Museum in Alexandria, Virginia, since 1992 leading
dancers at the annual Birthnight Ball to celebrate George Washington’s birthday, annual Jane
Austen balls with the early 19th century theme, and colonial, regency, federal, and Civil War
dances around the mid-Atlantic region. Mr. Palmer is currently a teacher of fourth-graders
in the Fairfax County Advanced Academic Program. Mrs. Palmer retired from teaching after
serving 42 years in Fairfax County Public Schools.

Bethanne Patrick
Bethanne Patrick [Readers Festival Guests of Honor Interviewer] is a writer, author, and
literary critic whose work appears frequently in The Washington Post, on NPR Books, and in
TIME magazine. She also writes for The L.A. Times, Poets & Writers magazine, and Lit Hub,
where she is a contributing editor and columnist. Her books include An Uncommon History of
Common Things (National Geographic), An Uncommon History of Common Courtesy (National
Geographic), and The Books That Changed My Life (Regan Arts/Phaidon). She is currently
working on a memoir for The Counterpoint Press. She lives with her family—and far too many
books—in Northern Virginia.
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AGENTS & EDITORS
MELISSA DANACZKO is an agent with Stuart Krichevsky Literary Agency. She recently
became a literary agent after more than a decade of publishing experience, most recently as
Senior Editor with the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group. As an editor, Melissa developed
books that became New York Times bestsellers (including a #1 bestselling title), appeared on the
cover of the New York Times Book Review, and received or were nominated for honors including
The National Book Critics Circle Award, The Man Booker Prize, The PEN/Bingham Prize, The
Baily’s Women’s Prize, The Giller Prize, The Governor-General’s Literary Award, the National
Book Foundation 5 Under 35, The Journey Prize, and The Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers’
Award. As an agent, Melissa now represents literary and commercial fiction, and gravitates
towards plot-driven novels with a fresh perspective, energetic writing and deep sense of place.
AMANDA JAIN is an agent with Bookends Literary. She came by her love of reading honestly,
inheriting it from parents who always had books close to hand. She began her career in publishing
at W. W. Norton, where she spent seven years before pursuing a master’s degree in history of
the decorative arts. She rejoined publishing shortly thereafter at Inklings Literary Agency and
is excited every day to encounter new writers and their stories. Amanda currently reps adult
romance, mystery, women’s fiction, and upmarket fiction, with a special emphasis on historical
fiction in all genres. She also represents narrative nonfiction, especially projects exploring the
literary world, art history, material culture, archaeology, food history, or social history. She
loves projects with a strong sense of place and those that create a completely immersive world.
She is particularly interested in books that add something important to the conversation, that
explore stories we haven’t yet heard, and that introduce new voices to our reading experience.
Amanda currently lives outside of Washington, DC with her husband and two kids. When she’s
not reading, she likes to cook, root for the Cubs, and spend as much time outside as she can.
RACHEL KAHAN joined William Morrow as an Executive Editor in 2012, after many years

as a Senior Editor at Putnam. A passionate advocate for commercial fiction, she has published
numerous national and international bestsellers, including The Friday Night Knitting Club by
Kate Jacobs, The Pearl that Broke Its Shell by Nadia Hashimi, Labyrinth by Kate Mosse,
and The Summer Wives by Beatriz Williams, as well as the #1 non-fiction bestseller Hidden
Figures by Margot Lee Shetterly, which was made into an Oscar-nominated film. Historical
fiction is her favorite genre as a reader, and she has published numerous big names in the
genre, including Kate Mosse, CW Gortner, Jack Whyte, Rosalind Miles, Sarah McCoy,
Lauren Willig, and Beatriz Williams. Rachel has also been a guest lecturer on publishing
topics at Columbia University, Duke University, New York University, the College of
William and Mary, Claremont-McKenna College and the City University of New York.
She speaks frequently at writers’ conferences and book festivals in the US and overseas.

KEVAN LYON is a literary agent and partner with Marsal Lyon Literary Agency. She has more

than 20 years in the publishing business, including 11+ years as a literary agent and many years
on the wholesale, retail, and distribution side of the business. Kevan brings an informed and
unique perspective to her work with clients. Her background on the buying and retail side
of publishing affords her helpful insight into the challenging world of retail bookselling and
distribution. Kevan handles women’s fiction, with an emphasis on commercial women’s fiction,
historical and contemporary fiction, young adult and all genres of romance. Her list includes
many New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors such as Jennifer Armentrout, Marie
Force, Laura Kaye, Stephanie Dray, Shelley Noble, Jennifer Probst, Jennifer Robson, Laura
Griffin; and many top selling historical novelists including Kate Quinn, Renee Rosen, Jeanne
Mackin, and Alix Rickloff. Kevan works with her clients to help them realize their dreams of
being published and to build a long-term career as a writer. The Marsal Lyon Literary Agency

strives to partner with their clients on all phases of the publishing path. When not reading
clients’ work or obsessively monitoring email, Kevan loves to walk near the beach with her
four-legged office mates. For more information on the agency and their client list, visit their
web site at www.MarsalLyonLiteraryAgency.com.

GRACE MENARY-WINEFIELD joined the Sourcebooks editorial team in 2015 after working
at London’s Little, Brown Book Group, Pan Macmillan, and Palgrave Macmillan. In her
current role as Associate Editor, she champions New York Times bestselling authors and Indie
Next Picks such as The Radium Girls and The 7½ Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle, and loves to
discover and encourage new, rebellious voices. She believes wholeheartedly in her publisher’s
motto: “Books change lives.” Grace is seeking historical novels with wide commercial appeal,
along with contemporary and speculative fiction. She is also excited to consider narrative nonfiction across history, science, personal development, and pop-culture.
KATE SEAVER is an Executive Editor at Berkley. After starting her career at a small

independent publishing company, she joined Berkley in 2005. She acquires commercial fiction
and has a particular love for historical fiction. She works with many New York Times, USA
Today, and international bestselling authors including Jaci Burton, Sara Donati, Julie James,
Julia London, Alyson Richman, and Wendy Wax. Some of her recent and upcoming titles
include Next Year in Havana, A Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick, and When We Left Cuba,
both by USA Today bestselling author Chanel Cleeton, The Kennedy Debutante by Kerri Maher,
American Princess by Stephanie Marie Thornton, and The Bookish Life of Nina Hill by Abbi
Waxman. Discovering talented and innovative new authors is one of Kate’s favorite parts of
being an editor.

JODI WARSHAW is an executive editor at Lake Union Publishing whose bestselling

acquisitions include Allie and Bea by Catherine Ryan Hyde, From Sand and Ash by Amy
Harmon, and The Good Liar by Catherine McKenzie. Prior to joining Amazon Publishing in
2011, Jodi worked in publishing on both coasts, starting out as an intern at Alfred A. Knopf.
After a few years as managing editor of the Quarterly literary magazine, she moved to San
Francisco, where she became executive editor at Chronicle Books, working on pop culture and
lifestyle titles. A native of the Seattle area, she’s happy to be back in the Pacific Northwest,
although she takes every opportunity she can to travel far and wide. She has a life goal to see
at least one-third of UNESCO’s World Heritage sites. (She has about two hundred to go.)

PAIGE WHEELER is one of the top agents of commercial fiction, having worked in the

publishing industry for over twenty years. After stints in editorial and television, her unique
knowledge gives her the perspective required to fully manage the intellectual property rights
of her clients, including domestic print, as well as foreign, film, and audio rights. Her wealth
of experience demonstrates her dedication to maximizing her clients’ potential by being their
advocate and growing their careers. Paige loves to represent commercial and upscale fiction,
as well as the mystery, thriller, psychological suspense, and romance genres. She also represents
narrative and prescriptive nonfiction by authors with a significant platform and new ideas.
Paige is ultimately looking for unique stories, fresh voices, and unexpected twists. Paige is
proud to represent both bestselling as well as award-winning authors, and she has launched
the career and built the brand for many New York Times, USA Today, Agatha, Rita, Shamus,
and other notable award winning and top selling clients. She is a member of the Association of
Authors’ Representatives (AAR), the Women’s Media Group (WMG), and the Authors Guild,
as well as Romance Writers of America (RWA) and Mystery Writers of America (MWA). She
can be found online at www.cmalit.com.
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Annamaria Alfieri is the author of three historical novels set in South America. Of her
debut, The Washington Post said, “As both history and mystery, City of Silver glitters.” Library
Journal said, “History comes alive under Alfieri’s sure hand.” She also garnered this praise:
“Engrossing, fast-paced mystery packed full of historical fact that illuminates the story but
never overshadows it; a great read, highly recommended” – Historical Novel Society Review.
Alfieri has set her current series in British East Africa, now Kenya, beginning in 1911. The
Richmond (Virginia) Times-Dispatch described her Strange Gods: “the flair of Isak Dinesen
and Beryl Markham.”
Tamar Anolic has published several books and short stories about the Romanovs. Her first

book, The Russian Riddle, was the first published biography of the Grand Duke Sergei. She
has since published two novels on the Romanovs: Triumph of a Tsar and Through the Fire: An
Alternate Life of Prince Konstantin of Russia. Her short stories about the Romanovs have been
published in The Copperfield Review and The Helix. She has also written other short stories on
different periods of history, which have been published or are shortcoming in Foliate Oak, The
Storyteller/Anthology Magazine, and the Evening Street Review.

Gillian Bagwell is the author of three acclaimed historical novels based on the
lives of real women: The Darling Strumpet, The September Queen, and Venus in Winter.
She’s currently working on something completely different: a Gothic novel set in Scotland in
1901-1902. She has a BA in Dramatic Arts from UC Berkeley and a certificate from the Drama
Studio London at Berkeley and founded and ran the Pasadena Shakespeare Company. Gillian
provides writing coaching and editing and uses her extensive theatre background to coach
authors on giving effective public readings. Please connect via her website, gillianbagwell.com,
Facebook, and Twitter, @gillianbagwell.
Anna Bennett is a historian and freelance editor with Historical Editorial. While she
specializes in British history and folklore, Anna will happily devour books and research from
any time period or geographical location. When she removes her nose from a book (or the
computer screen!) she can be found baking, traveling, or learning new languages.

Nancy Bilyeau is a novelist and magazine feature writer, with staff jobs at Rolling Stone,

Good Housekeeping, and InStyle. She is now the deputy editor of the Center on Media,
Crime, and Justice at City University of New York. She wrote a trilogy of historical thrillers
for Touchstone Books: The Crown, The Chalice, and The Tapestry. The series’ protagonist is
a Dominican novice in Henry VIII’s England. The Crown was an Oprah magazine pick. Her
latest novel, The Blue, published in December 2018, is set in the 18th-century porcelain and
art world. For more information, go to www.nancybilyeau.com.

Patricia Bracewell is currently completing the final novel of her trilogy about the 11th-

century queen of England, Emma of Normandy. Her first two books, Shadow on the Crown and
The Price of Blood, were published by the Viking line of Penguin Random House. Her novels
have been published in the U.S., Canada, Britain, Australia, Italy, Germany, Russia, and Brazil.
In the fall of 2014, she was honored to serve as Writer-in-Residence at Gladstone’s Library,
Wales, and she continues to travel extensively for research. Patricia holds a master’s degree in
English and lives in Oakland, California.

Ana Brazil holds a master’s degree in American history and is an architectural historian.
She is the author of Fanny Newcomb and the Irish Channel Ripper, winner of the Independent
Book Publishers Association 2018 Gold Medal for Historical Fiction. From her home in
Oakland, she helps administer the Northern California Chapter of HNS.

Denny S. Bryce is a three-time Romance Writers of America (RWA) Golden Heart® finalist,

who won the Golden Heart® in 2014. Her debut historical fiction novel Wild Women and the
Blues will be released by Kensington Books in 2021. A freelance writer, she also writes reviews
for NPR Books and has written for Washington Independent Review of Books and Frolic Media.
A member of the Historical Novel Society (HNS), Women’s Fiction Writers Association (WFWA),
and Romance Writers of America (RWA), she is represented by Nalini Akolekar at Spencerhill
Associates and based in Virginia.

Carrie Callaghan is a historical fiction author living in Maryland whose debut novel was
published by Amberjack Publishing in November 2018. Her short stories have been published
in multiple literary journals around the country, and she is a senior editor with the Washington
Independent Review of Books. She loves seasons of all kinds, history, and tea. And books,
books, books.

Amalia Carosella is the author of the Helen of Sparta series, its stand-alone prequel

Tamer of Horses, and Daughter of a Thousand Years—a dual narrative about Erik the Red’s
pagan daughter Freydis and the echoes of her fight for freedom of faith in modern day America.
As a Millennial Heathen herself, she never blinks from presenting a past in which gods walked
among us, challenging established narratives of what should be “historical.” A former bookseller,
Amalia received her BA in Classical Studies from the University of North Dakota. She also
writes mythic fantasy and paranormal romance as Amalia Dillin.

Leslie Carroll/Juliet Grey is a multi-published author of 21 titles in three genres,

including historical fiction, where (under the pen names Amanda Elyot and Juliet Grey) she
has written about scandalous women from Helen of Troy to Marie Antoinette. Her novels have
been optioned for film and TV and translated into 13 languages. Her most recent nonfiction title,
American Princess: The Love Story of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry, was excerpted by
Vanity Fair. A frequent commentator on royal relationships, Leslie appears on Travel Channel
and Canadian History Channel docuseries and has been interviewed about the Windsors by
numerous media outlets across the globe. She is also a professional actress and an awardwinning audio book narrator, specializing in historical fiction. Visit www.lesliecarroll.com

Anna Castle writes two award-winning historical fiction series: the Francis Bacon
mysteries and the Professor & Mrs. Moriarty mysteries. She has earned a series of degrees: BA
in the Classics, MS in Computer Science, and a PhD in Linguistics. She’s been a flourishing
indie author since ditching her agent in 2013. She has published ten books so far and a raft
of short stories. Murder by Misrule was a Kirkus Reviews Best Indie Books of 2014. The
Widows Guild was long-listed for the (cancelled) HNS New Novel Award in 2017. Find out
more at www.annacastle.com.
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Janie Chang writes historical fiction with personal connections. Her first novel, Three Souls,
was a finalist for the 2014 BC Book Prizes (Fiction). Her second, Dragon Springs Road, was a
Canadian national bestseller. Both novels were longlisted for the International Dublin Literary
Award. Born in Taiwan, Janie has lived in the Philippines, Iran, Thailand, and New Zealand.
She now lives in beautiful Vancouver, Canada with her husband and their rescue cat, Mischa,
who thinks the staff could be doing a better job.

Karen A. Chase is an award-winning author and photographer. Her historical novel Carrying
Independence, set during the American Revolution, was released on June 18, 2019. It secured
second place in the William Faulkner, William Wisdom Unpublished Novel Competition
against 502 entries. Karen was a visiting scholar at the American Antiquarian Society, through
a Fellowship for Creative and Performing Artists and Writers. Her first book, Bonjour 40:
A Paris Travel Log, garnered seven independent publishing awards. She is the owner of
224Design, a marketing studio, with a focus on branding authors and companies.
Chanel Cleeton is the USA Today bestselling author of the Reese Witherspoon Book Club
pick Next Year in Havana. Originally from Florida, Chanel grew up on stories of her family’s
exodus from Cuba following the events of the Cuban Revolution. Her passion for politics and
history continued during her years studying in England where she earned a bachelor’s degree in
International Relations from Richmond, The American International University in London and
a master’s degree in Global Politics from the London School of Economics & Political Science.
Chanel also received her Juris Doctor from the University of South Carolina School of Law.

Brenda W. Clough writes everything. Her first fantasy novel, The Crystal Crown, was

published by DAW in 1984. She has also written The Dragon of Mishbil (1985), The Realm
Beneath (1986), and The Name of the Sun (1988). Her novel How Like a God was published by
Tor Books in 1997; and a sequel, Doors of Death and Life, was published in May 2000. Her latest
novels from Book View Cafe include Revise the World (2009) and Speak to Our Desires. Her most
recent novel, the Victorian thriller A Most Dangerous Woman, is being serialized by Serial Box.

Michael Cooper arrived in Jerusalem in 1966, the last year the city was divided between

Israel and Jordan, studied at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and graduated from Tel Aviv
University Medical School. A pediatric cardiologist in California, he does frequent medical
missions serving Palestinian children who lack access to care. Foxes in the Vineyard, set in 1948
Jerusalem, won the 2011 Indie Publishing Contest grand prize. The Rabbi’s Knight, finalist
for the 2014 Chaucer Award for historical fiction is set in the Holy Land in 1290. Ethics of the
Fathers, set in Ottoman Palestine during WWI, will be published this year.

Glen Craney has written about the Albigensian Crusade, the Scottish wars of independence,

the Age of Discovery, and World War I. Battles featured in his novels include the siege of
Carcassonne, Bannockburn, Belleau Wood, and the Meuse-Argonne. The Military Writers
Society of America praised his latest, The Yanks Are Starving, for its “vivid and admirable”
portrayal of the American Expeditionary Force on the Western Front and the Bonus March of
WWI veterans during the Great Depression. He lives in Southern California.

Sara Dahmen is a coppersmith and manufactures pure metal cookware in her Wisconsin
garage. Her debut novel, Widow 1881, inspired her company, House Copper & Cookware.
She has published over 100 articles as a contributing editor and has written for Edible and
London’s Root + Bone. Her next novel, Smith 1865, will be published this year. When not at
1830s reenactments, she can be found hitting tin and copper at an apprenticeship, reading The
Economist, or playing with her three young children. Sara has been signed with a production
company; a reality television show is in development.

David Davies, who hails from west Wales, is a multiple prize-winning author and historian.

He spent many years teaching in British schools before taking up full time writing. To
date, he has written five non-fiction books, two of which have won major prizes (with a
third shortlisted), and eight novels in his bestselling series set during the second half of the
seventeenth century, The Journals of Matthew Quinton, which has been described by The Times
of London as “a series of real panache.” He is currently writing a trilogy of naval novels set in
the Tudor period.

Yusuf DeLorenzo is the translator of several classical works from Arabic, Urdu and Farsi.

Recently, he authored eight historical novels in a series of Muhammad Amalfi Mysteries set in
the Algiers of the Ottoman Military State during the French Revolution. The first novel in the
series, A Survivor in Algiers, finished second in the 2017 Royal Palms Literary Awards of the
Florida Writers Association, and another, A Graveyard in Algiers, was runner-up in the 2017
Beverly Prize at Eyewear Publishing in the UK. Two more in the series are finalists in the 2018
Royal Palms Awards.

Camille Di Maio has published four works of historical fiction, drawing inspiration
from her extensive travels, to give life and story to her favorite settings. Her books include the
bestselling The Memory of Us, Before the Rain Falls, The Way of Beauty, and The Beautiful
Strangers. She lives near Colonial Williamsburg, the ideal place for a historical writer, with her
husband, two of four children (the others are grown and flown), a rescue dog, and senior cat.
She loves going to the beachside farmer’s market on the weekends where she buys too many
baked goods and sometimes sees dolphins.

Stephanie Dray is a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling

author of historical women’s fiction. Her award-winning work has been translated into eight
languages and tops lists for the most anticipated reads of the year. She has written about
several women who made history, including Cleopatra’s daughter Selene, Patsy Jefferson,
and Eliza Hamilton.

David Ebsworth lives in Wales. He has drawn upon his experience as a British union
negotiator to travel the world and write about many eras, including the Spanish Civil War, Dark
Ages Britain, and Victorian Imperialism. His Napoleonic novel, The Last Campaign of Marianne
Tambour, describes Waterloo through the eyes of a canteen mistress. Other battles featured in his
work include the siege of Carlisle during the Jacobite Rebellion and Ulundi in the Zulu War.
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Lawrence Ellsworth is the editor and translator of acclaimed new versions of

Alexandre Dumas’ The Three Musketeers and The Red Sphinx, as well as compiler of The
Big Book of Swashbuckling Adventure and author of historical mystery The Rose Knight’s
Crucifixion. As Lawrence Schick he’s been a writer in the games business for forty years, with
an ever-lengthening list of historical and fantasy adventures to his credit. He’s presented and
lectured at George Mason University and numerous games conferences, appears on Twitch TV
as The Loremaster for The Elder Scrolls Online, and knows his way around a deck of cards.

Ian M. Evans has published four novels. His latest, The First Village (Pegasus/Vanguard

Books), is set in Roman Britain in the year AD 383, a date which happens to be important from
the thematic “revolution” viewpoint. In 2018, he had had two short stories accepted in literary
magazines, and also presented a workshop for beginning writers at the 2018 Nairn Book
and Arts Festival in Scotland. Ian is a Professor Emeritus of Clinical Psychology at Massey
University in New Zealand. He was born in England, grew up in South Africa, and currently
lives in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Nicole Evelina is a historical fiction, non-fiction, and women’s fiction author whose six
books have won more than thirty awards, including three Book of the Year designations. Her
fiction tells the stories of strong women from history and today, with a focus on biographical
historical fiction, while her non-fiction focuses on women’s history, especially sharing the
stories of unknown or little-known figures. Nicole’s writing has appeared in The Huffington
Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, The Independent Journal, Curve Magazine, and numerous
historical publications.

Vern Frykholm is an Eagle Scout, U.S. Army veteran, holds a B.A. in Anthropology, and
earned the highest qualifications in his career as a real estate appraiser. He has mentored high
school students and young men for twenty-five years. He has participated in community and
church theatre productions for many years; but for the last seven years his focus has been
portraying George Washington. Frykholm’s wife of 43 years, Sandy, is a writer, and they have
attended several HNS conferences together. They live in the only state named for George
Washington and have three adult children.

Hazel Gaynor is an award-winning, internationally bestselling author of six historical

novels. The Girl Who Came Home won the 2015 RNA Historical Novel of the Year award, The
Girl from The Savoy was shortlisted for the 2016 Irish Book Awards, Last Christmas in Paris
(with Heather Webb) won the 2018 Women’s Fiction Writers Association STAR Award and The
Lighthouse Keeper’s Daughter hit the Irish Times bestsellers for five consecutive weeks. Meet
Me in Monaco will be published this July. Hazel lives in Ireland with her husband and children.
Her novels are translated into nine languages and published in sixteen countries.

Margaret George is the author of eight biographical novels of different eras—ancient

Greece, Ptolemaic Egypt, Rome of the Caesars, Biblical Israel, and Tudor England— and is
a New York Times bestselling author, with twenty-one foreign editions and over two million
sold internationally. She has appeared in TV documentaries, as well as speaking at the Tower
of London, Hampton Court, and the Folger Shakespeare Library. Her novel The Memoirs of
Cleopatra was made into an Emmy-nominated ABC-TV miniseries in 1999.

Jennifer Hallock spends her days teaching American, Asian, and military history, and

her nights writing historical happily-ever-afters. She has a bachelor’s and master’s degree from
Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Service. She has lived and worked in the Philippines,
but she currently writes at her little brick house on a New England homestead—kept company
by her husband, a growing flock of chickens, and an uncooperative mutt. Courtney Milan called
her Sugar Sun series “meaty historical…must-reads,” and the Historical Novel Society called it a
potentially “groundbreaking fictional treatment” of the Philippine-American War.

Bradley Harper is a retired Army pathologist with over two-hundred autopsies to his

credit, several of which were forensic. His debut novel, A Knife in the Fog, released in October
2018, features a young Conan Doyle in the hunt for Jack the Ripper, and was named Debut
of the Month by the Library Journal. He has been published in The Strand and the Sherlock
Holmes Magazine of Mystery, and his second novel, Queen’s Gambit, is scheduled for release
in October 2019.

Clarissa Harwood is the author of Bear No Malice and Impossible Saints, companion
novels that explore themes of faith and feminism in Edwardian England. Her books have
received positive reviews from Publisher’s Weekly, Library Journal, and Kirkus Reviews, who
called Bear No Malice “A smart and highly civilized tale about love, temptation, and second
chances.” Clarissa holds a PhD in English Literature and teaches at Western University in
London, Ontario, where she lives with her husband and three neurotic cats.

Libbie Hawker (also writing as Olivia Hawker) is the international bestselling author of
more than a dozen historical novels and three how-to books for writers, including the popular
guide to outlining, Take Off Your Pants! and two-time #1 Amazon bestseller The Ragged Edge
of Night. She is proud to be a “hybrid” author, combining self- and traditional publishing for
a successful career. Libbie resides on a small island in the Salish Sea, where she practices
heritage gardening techniques and historic fiber and textile arts.

Leanna Renee Hieber is an actress, playwright, and the award-winning author of eleven

Gaslamp Fantasy novels for Tor, Sourcebooks and Kensington; the Strangely Beautiful, Magic
Most Foul, Eterna Files, and Spectral City series. Her books have won numerous genre awards
and have been translated into many languages and selected for book club editions. A proud
member of Actors Equity and SAG-AFTRA, she is a ghost tour guide for NYC’s acclaimed
Boroughs of the Dead and has been featured in film and television on shows like Boardwalk
Empire and Mysteries at the Museum.

Jack Hight is an historian and novelist whose books includes a Saladin Trilogy set during

the Second and Third Crusades—Eagle, Kingdom, and Holy War—and Siege, an epic about
the Muslim siege of Constantinople in 1453. Other battles depicted in his work include Jacob’s
Ford, Montgisard, and Hattin. He is currently working on an historical-fantasy series and a TV
project set during the Crusades. Jack lives in Washington, D.C.
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Piper G Huguley is a two-time Golden Heart ® finalist and is the author of Migrations of the

Heart, a three-book series of historical romances set in the early 20th century featuring African
American characters. Huguley is also the author of the Home to Milford College series. The
series follows the building of a college from its founding in 1866. Book #1 in the series, The
Preacher’s Promise, was named a top ten Historical Romance in Publisher’s Weekly by the
esteemed historical romance author, Beverly Jenkins. Piper lives in Atlanta, Georgia with her
husband and son.

Sarah Johnson is the Book Review Editor for the Historical Novels Review and co-founder

of the HNS North American conferences. A librarian and professor at Eastern Illinois University,
she is a regular reviewer for HNR, Booklist, and CHOICE: Current Reviews for Academic
Libraries. Her latest book is Historical Fiction II: A Guide to the Genre. She was awarded the
American Library Association’s Louis Shores Award for excellence in book reviewing (2012)
and was named a Library Journal Mover & Shaker (2006). On her blog, “Reading the Past”
(www.readingthepast.com), Sarah reviews historical novels, interviews authors, and writes
about new releases.

Faith Justice writes award-winning fiction and articles in Brooklyn, NY. Her work has
appeared in such publications as Salon.com, Writer’s Digest, and The Copperfield Review.
Her most recent novel Twilight Empress: A Novel of Imperial Rome is available through
Raggedy Moon Books. She is Associate Editor for Space and Time Magazine and Chair
of the New York City Chapter of the Historical Novel Society.

Rachel Kahan is an Executive Editor at William Morrow. A passionate advocate for commercial fiction, she has published numerous bestsellers, including The Friday Night Knitting
Club by Kate Jacobs, The Pearl that Broke Its Shell by Nadia Hashimi, Labyrinth by Kate
Mosse, and The Summer Wives by Beatriz Williams, as well as the #1 non-fiction bestseller
Hidden Figures by Margot Lee Shetterly, which was made into an Oscar-nominated film.
She frequently speaks at universities and writers’ conferences both in the US and overseas.
A native of Virginia, Rachel lives in Brooklyn with her husband and two young children.
Laura Kamoie has always been fascinated by the people, stories, and physical presence of
the past, which led her to a lifetime of historical and archaeological study and training. A New
York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author of historical fiction, she also
holds a doctoral degree in early American history, published two non-fiction books on early
America, and held the position of Associate Professor of History at the U.S. Naval Academy
before transitioning to a full-time writing career. Laura lives amid the colonial charm of
Annapolis, Maryland with her husband and two daughters. www.LauraKamoie.com.
Alma Katsu is the award-winning author of The Hunger, a reimagining of the story of the

Donner Party. The Hunger, which has been optioned by director Ridley Scott, was on NPR’s
list of 100 favorite horror stories and is one of the best horror books written by a woman
according to Vulture, Lithub, and Unbound Worlds. Her debut novel, The Taker, was one
of Booklist’s Top Ten Debut Novels of 2011. She’s a graduate of the Johns Hopkins writing
program and an alumna of the Squaw Valley Writers Conference.

Carolyn Kirby is from the north of England and studied history at Oxford University. Her
2019 debut novel, The Conviction of Cora Burns, is published in the USA by Dzanc Books.
Carolyn wrote historical fiction for several years before achieving success in competitions for
unpublished writers. She was the winner of the inaugural Bluepencilagency Award in 2017.
Published in the UK by No Exit Press, Carolyn’s second novel, a thriller and love story set
during WWII, will be released in 2020. Carolyn has two grown-up daughters and lives with her
husband in rural Oxfordshire.

Eliza (E.) Knight is the USA Today bestselling author of fifty historical women’s fiction and
historical romance titles. Her love of history began as a young girl when she traipsed the halls
of Versailles and ran through the fields in Southern France. She can still remember standing
before the golden palace and imagining what life must have been like—themes she thoroughly
explored with a group of bestselling authors in the forthcoming novel, Ribbons of Scarlet. She
is the owner of the acclaimed blog History Undressed. Eliza lives in Maryland atop a mountain
with a knight, three princesses, and two naughty newfies.

Helene Lafrance is currently the Head of Research and Outreach at Santa Clara University
Library in Silicon Valley. As a history librarian for more than 20 years, Lafrance teaches students
and faculty how to conduct history research and how to navigate the changing world of digital
information and become expert searchers. Her goal is to demystify research and to empower
people to do their own research, quickly and efficiently. Lafrance has published on many libraryrelated topics and presented at national and regional conferences. Her book, Yves Thériault et
l’Institution Littéraire Québécoise, explores French-Canadian authors and literature.

Stephanie Lehmann’s next novel is about a woman who accidently slips back in time to
1915, helps a suffragette drive across the country in a Model T, and discovers she might not
want to return to her old life. Lehmann’s novel Astor Place Vintage (Simon and Schuster) was
selected by Library Journal as a best novel, and Kirkus Reviews for best summer reading.
Earlier novels are The Art of Undressing, You Could Do Better (Penguin), Are You in the Mood
and Thoughts While Having Sex (Kensington). Lehmann’s work has been translated into Italian,
Turkish, Russian, Spanish, Catalan, Portuguese, Chinese, and German.

Curt Locklear is an accomplished historical fiction author, a History and English teacher,

an education consultant, music composer, and musician. He has performed musically and
presented about history and writing before small groups and before thousands. He is a freelance
editor, and he composed the full orchestration for four high school songs. He has written two
highly acclaimed novels: the first, Asunder, was praised by the bestselling author of The Widow
of the South, Robert Hicks. Curt’s second novel, Splintered, is currently on the short list for the
national “Laramie” award. He is related to the first wing-walker, Ormer Locklear.

Kevan Lyon is a founding partner of Marsal Lyon Literary Agency. She has over 25 years in the
publishing business, including 10+ years as a literary agent and 17+ years on the wholesale, retail
and distribution side of the business. Kevan works with her authors to help them build a long-term
career as a writer. Her list spans a broad range of genres in women’s fiction including historical
fiction, romance, mystery, literary, commercial fiction, and young adult. She represents numerous
bestselling authors including historical novelists Chanel Cleeton, Stephanie Dray, Laura Kaye,
Kate Quinn, and Jennifer Robson, among others.
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Greer Macallister is a novelist, poet, short story writer, and playwright who was raised
in the Midwest and earned her MFA in Creative Writing from American University. Her debut
novel The Magician’s Lie was a USA Today bestseller, an Indie Next pick, and a Target Book
Club selection. It has been optioned for film by Jessica Chastain’s Freckle Films. Her novel
Girl in Disguise, also an Indie Next pick, received a starred review from Publishers Weekly,
which called it “a well-told, superb story.” Her latest novel is Woman 99. Greer lives with her
family in Washington, DC.
Jeanne Mackin’s latest novel is the just-released The Last Collection—A novel of Coco
Chanel and Elsa Schiaparelli. Previous novels include A Lady of Good Family, about gilded age
landscape designer Beatrix Jones Farrand, niece of Edith Wharton; and The Beautiful American,
based on the life of model turned war correspondent and photographer, Lee Miller. She has
published in American Letters & Commentary and SNReview and other publications and was the
recipient of a creative writing fellowship from the American Antiquarian Society; her journalism
has won awards from the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education.
Robert N. Macomber, an award-winning author & acclaimed speaker, specializes in

Victorian-Edwardian world history. His Honor Series of fourteen historical novels has eager
readers on three continents. Macomber’s presentation technique as a storyteller fuels a demand
for appearances at writing conferences, book festivals, historical events, and maritime venues. His
appeal has given him such experiences as Distinguished Lecturer at NATO HQs [Belgium];
and, for ten years, in the Distinguished Military Author Series, Center for Army Analysis [Ft.
Belvoir]. When not traveling, Macomber lives in SW Florida. To relax, he enjoys sailing and
cooking dishes inspired by his books’ exotic locales. www.RobertMacomber.com.

Kerri Maher is the author of The Kennedy Debutante, which People magazine describes
as a “riveting reimagining of a true tale of forbidden love.” She is also the author of This
Is Not a Writing Manual under the name Kerri Majors. She holds an MFA from Columbia
University and founded YARN, an award-winning literary journal of short-form YA writing.
For many years a professor of writing, she now writes full time and lives with her daughter in
Massachusetts where she is working on her next novel, about Grace Kelly.

Elizabeth Kerri Mahon is a native New Yorker, former actress, and history geek. Her
first book, Scandalous Women, was released in March 2011 to enthusiastic reviews. Since the
book’s release, it has been sold to Thailand, Korea, and Poland. The book was featured in the
Daily Candy, was an RT Book Review Non-Fiction Pick of the Month for April 2011, and she
was also named RWA NYC’s Author of the Year for 2011. She has been featured in the H2
show How Sex Changed the World, as well as The Travel Channel’s Monumental Mysteries
and the Investigation Discovery show Tabloid.
Sujata Massey is the author of fourteen novels that include Agatha and Macavity award

winners and nominees for the Edgar, Anthony, and Mary Higgins Clark prizes. Her new
historical mystery series stars Perveen Mistry, a woman lawyer working in 1921 Bombay. The
first book in the series, The Widows of Malabar Hill (Soho Press, Jan. 2018), was named one of
Publishers Weekly Best Mystery-Thrillers of 2018. The Wall Street Journal called Widows “a
splendid first installment in what promises to be a memorable series.” The Satapur Moonstone
(2019) sends Perveen away from Bombay and into the princely state of Satapur.

Meghan Masterson received a Top Pick from RT Book Reviews for her debut novel,
The Wardrobe Mistress. The novel was also a 2017 RT Reviewers’ Choice Best Book Nominee.
When she’s not writing, Meghan can be found reading at all hours (even at breakfast), cooking,
and going for walks with her dog.

Carol McGrath, following her first degree in English and History, completed an MA in
Creative Writing from The Seamus Heaney Centre, Queens University Belfast, followed by
an MPhil in English from the University of London. Carol was coordinator of the Historical
Novel Society Conference, Oxford 2016. She has written an acclaimed, best-selling trilogy set
after 1066. The Woman in the Shadows, her best-selling novel about Elizabeth Cromwell, was
published by Accent Press in 2017. Carol is currently working on The Silken Rose, set in the
High Middle Ages, featuring Ailenor of Provence, to be published in October 2019.

Lewis McIntyre graduated from the Naval Academy and received an MS degree from

the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey. He spent a career as a naval aviator, retiring as a
commander to become an engineer. He is the author of one full length novel, The Eagle and
the Dragon: A Novel of Rome and China, a fictional account of the first Roman diplomatic
mission to China; and a novella, Come, Follow Me, a Story of Pilate and Jesus, exploring the
relationship between those two key individuals that first Easter weekend. He lives in La Plata,
MD with his wife Karen.

Diane C. McPhail is an artist, writer, and minister. With M.F.A., M.A., and D.Min.

degrees, she has studied at the Yale Writers Workshop and is a member of the North Carolina
Writers Network. Her debut novel, The Abolitionist’s Daughter, published by Kensington in
April 2019, tells the little-known story of Mississippi abolitionists who championed racial
justice in the South during the tumultuous days leading up to the American Civil War.

Susan Meissner is a USA Today bestselling author of historical fiction with more than

500,000 books in print in fifteen languages. Her novels include As Bright as Heaven (starred
review from Library Journal); Secrets of a Charmed Life (a 2015 Goodreads Choice award
finalist); and A Fall of Marigolds, on Booklist’s Top Ten women’s fiction for 2014. She is
a RITA finalist and Christy Award and Carol Award winner. She is also a writing workshop
volunteer for Words Alive, a San Diego non-profit dedicated to helping at-risk youth foster a
love for reading and writing.

Mary Miley is a historian and writer with a B.A. and M.A. from William and Mary. She
worked for Colonial Williamsburg and taught history at Virginia Commonwealth University
for many years. She has written 14 nonfiction books, more than 200 magazine articles, and five
historical mysteries set in the Roaring Twenties. Her first, The Impersonator, won a national
competition for Best First Crime Novel and has been optioned by Hollywood for a television
series. When not immersed in the past, she retreats to the Virginia winery she owns with several
friends—something that would have been illegal in the Prohibition era.
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Laura Morelli holds a Ph.D. in art history from Yale University, has taught college students
in the U.S. and Italy, and produces lessons for TED-Ed. She has covered art and authentic travel
for National Geographic Traveler, CNN Radio, USA Today and other media. Laura is the author
of the guidebook series that includes Made in Italy and Made in Venice. Her debut novel, The
Gondola Maker, won an IPPY, Benjamin Franklin, and National Indie Excellence Award. Her
latest work, The Painter’s Apprentice, was an honorable mention for the 2018 Writer’s Digest
Self-Published Book Awards and was an HNR Editors’ Choice.

Donna Russo Morin’s eight award-winning historical novels include Da Vinci’s Disciples

Trilogy: Portrait of a Conspiracy (hailed by Barnes & Noble as one of “5 Novels that get
Leonardo da Vinci Right”), The Competition (Editor’s Choice, HNS Review) and The Flames of
Florence. Currently working on a medieval fantasy trilogy, she teaches at adult learning centers
and for Writer’s Digest University. Donna’s appearances include multiple HNS conferences,
Writer’s Digest Annual Conference, and RT Booklovers Convention.

Zenobia Neil was named after an ancient warrior queen who fought against the Romans.
She studied world mythology with a focus on Greco-Roman myths and Voodoo as an undergrad.
Her first novel, Psyche Unbound, a retelling of the Roman version of Cupid and Psyche won
a publishing contract. Her second novel, The Jinni’s Last Wish, takes place in the Ottoman
Empire in the 17th century, but her passion has always been about the mythic past and gods
having too much fun. She lives with her husband, two children, and dog in Los Angeles.

Charlene Newcomb is an author, librarian, and Navy veteran. From her home desk in

Kansas, she has written an acclaimed medieval trilogy set during the reign of Richard the
Lionheart in her Battle Scar series: Men of the Cross, For King and Country, and Swords of the
King. She is a Chaucer Award Finalist, an indieBRAG Medallion Honoree, and a recipient of
an Editor’s Choice recognition from the Historical Novel Society.

Janet Oakley is an historian and award-winning writer of historical fiction. Her writing has

been recognized with a 2013 Bellingham Mayor’s Arts Award, two WILLA finalist Awards,
a 2018 silver Will Rogers Medallion Award, and the 2016 Goethe Award Grand Prize for The
Jøssing Affair. A retired curator of education at a county museum, she has written social studies
curriculums for school districts and national parks and was a Washington Humanities speaker
for two years. She has followed her great-grandfather’s journey as a Union assistant surgeon
beginning at the Battle of Gettysburg to the war’s end for many years.

Alyssa Palombo is the author of The Violinist of Venice, The Most Beautiful Woman in

Florence, and The Spellbook of Katrina Van Tassel, with a fourth novel forthcoming from St.
Martin’s Griffin in 2019. She is a recent graduate of Canisius College with degrees in English
and creative writing, respectively. A passionate music lover, she is a classically trained musician
as well as a big fan of heavy metal. She lives in Buffalo, New York, where she is always at
work on a new novel.

Gill Paul is the author of the USA Today bestselling novel The Secret Wife, which has been

translated into nineteen languages, as well as Women and Children First, which was shortlisted
for an RNA award; No Place for a Lady, which was shortlisted for a Love Stories award; The
Affair, Another Woman’s Husband and The Lost Daughter (published in the US in 2019). She
also writes non-fiction books: Love Stories from the First and Second World Wars, Royal Love
Stories, and A History of Medicine in 50 Objects. Gill lives in London, where she swims yearround in an outdoor pond.

Nicky Penttila writes stories with adventure, ideas, love, and revolution. She is the

author of An Untitled Lady (Manchester 1819 - Peterloo), The Spanish Patriot (Spain 1809 Corunna), and A Note of Scandal (London 1815 - post-Waterloo). Nicky enjoys coming up
with stories that are set in faraway cities and countries, because then she must travel there, you
know, for research. She lives in Maryland with her reading-mad husband and amazing rescue
cat. She’s chattiest on Twitter, @NickyPenttila, and can also be found at nickypenttila.com.

Dolen Perkins-Valdez is the author of the highly praised New York Times bestseller
Wench; and received a DC Commission on the Arts Grant to write Balm, her second novel.
Dolen’s fiction has appeared in The Kenyon Review, StoryQuarterly, StorySouth, and elsewhere.
She also wrote an introduction to the New York Times bestseller Twelve Years a Slave by
Solomon Northrup. In 2011, she was a finalist for two NAACP Image Awards and the HurstonWright Legacy Award for fiction. She was also awarded the First Novelist Award by the Black
Caucus of the American Library Association. Dolen is on the faculty of the MFA Program at
American University in DC and is a popular guest for Black History and Women’s Month
programs. A graduate of Harvard and a former University of California President’s Postdoctoral
Fellow at UCLA, Dolen lives in Washington, DC with her family.
Stephen Petti is not an author; he has however, been involved in nearly all aspects of

horse racing for over 45 years. Steve went to his first race at 12 and fell in love with the show,
buying his first racehorse at 17. Steve has bred and raced over 50 horses, both standardbred and
thoroughbred, over the past 40 years. He is a professional handicapper with a warped sense of
humor, naming some of his horses “Augie Dawgie”, “Hungover Hanover” and “Ha Ha Ewe
Louz” and in his earlier days, raced under the stable name of “Total-E Un-Stable.”

Rosemary Poole-Carter explores aspects of an uneasy past in her novels Only Charlotte,

Women of Magdalene, What Remains, and Juliette Ascending, all set in the post-Civil War South.
Her plays include The Familiar, a ghost story, and The Little Death, a Southern gothic drama.
Fascinated by history, mystery, and the performing and visual arts, she is a member of the
Historical Novel Society, Mystery Writers of America, and the Dramatists Guild of America.

Margaret Porter is the author of Beautiful Invention: A Novel of Hedy Lamarr and
twelve other historical novels, including bestsellers, award-winners, and foreign language
editions. She studied British history in the U.K. and afterwards worked in theatre, film, and
television. Margaret returns annually to Great Britain and Europe to research her stories and
nonfiction projects and has participated in HNS conferences on both sides of the Pond. She
contributes articles on British history and travel to numerous publications and blogs and
writes for newspapers and lifestyle magazines. More information is available at her website,
www.margaretporter.com.
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Kate Quinn is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of historical fiction.

A lifelong history buff, she has written seven historical novels, including The Huntress, the
Empress of Rome Saga, the Borgia Chronicle, and the bestselling The Alice Network, which
was a Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick. All have been translated into multiple languages.
Kate and her husband live in San Diego with two black rescue dogs, and her interests include
opera, action movies, cooking, and the Boston Red Sox.

Robert Rath is the head writer of Extra History, a weekly YouTube show that uses the

engagement techniques of games, films, and historical fiction to create animated documentaries
for the public. Its parent channel, Extra Credits, has 1.7 million subscribers, and Robert’s
episodes have gained over 35 million views on YouTube.

Deanna Raybourn, a New York Times and USA Today bestselling novelist is also a 6thgeneration native Texan with a degree in English and history from the University of Texas at San
Antonio. Her novels have been nominated for numerous awards including five RITAs, two RT
Reviewers’ Choice awards, the Agatha, two Dilys Winns, a Last Laugh, and three du Mauriers.
Her Lady Julia Grey novels are in development as a UK television series, and she launched a
new Victorian mystery series featuring intrepid butterfly-hunter and amateur sleuth, Veronica
Speedwell. Veronica’s fourth adventure, A Dangerous Collaboration, was released in March 2019.

Vanessa Riley writes Regency and historical romances featuring multi-cultural

communities and powerful persons of color. Her award-winning series, Challenge of the Souls,
Advertisements for Love, and The Bargain have attracted fans from around the world. In
November 2018, she sold her Rogues and Remarkable Women regency romance series, the first
featuring an Afro-Caribbean heiress and the dashing duke she unexpectedly falls in love with, to
Kensington. She is a member of the Historical Novel Society and Romance Writers of America.

Jennifer Robson is the author of five internationally bestselling novels set during and

after the two world wars: Somewhere in France, After the War is Over, Moonlight over Paris,
Goodnight from London, and The Gown (December 2018). She was also a contributor to the
acclaimed anthology Fall of Poppies: Stories of Love and the Great War. Jennifer lives in
Toronto with her family. Learn more at www.jennifer-robson.com.

Renee Rosen is the author of five bestselling historical novels: What the Lady Wants,

Dollface, White Collar Girl, and Windy City Blues. Her newest novel, Park Avenue Summer,
about the iconic Cosmopolitan editor, Helen Gurley Brown has been described as The Devil
Wears Prada meets Mad Men. She is also the author of the young adult novel, Every Crooked
Pot. Renee lives in Chicago and is currently at work on a new novel, The Social Graces, about
Mrs. Astor and Mrs. Vanderbilt vying for control of New York society during the Gilded Age.  

Aimie K. Runyan writes to celebrate history’s unsung heroines. She has written four
historical novels, including the internationally bestselling Daughters of the Night Sky and
Promised to the Crown. She is active as an educator and speaker in the writing community and
beyond. She lives in Colorado with her wonderful husband and two (usually) adorable children.
To learn more about Aimie, please visit www.aimiekrunyan.com.

Vanitha Sankaran is an award-winning author who first investigated story structure in her

debut novel, Watermark: A Novel of the Middle Ages, that was very much in the style of The
Hero’s Journey. She has since authored a young adult manuscript based on the intersection of
world mythologies, as well as myth-based manuscripts set in WWII Thailand and ancient India.
Sankaran is also a PhD medical writer, authoring monthly articles for local glossy Pacifica
Magazine. She served as co-founding editor of the literary journal flashquake for nine years and
has twice served as HNSNA Conference Chair.

Scott spent 33 years with the CIA, working on particularly thorny national security issues and
recruiting spies from foreign governments. He also developed and executed special ops against
warlords, dictators, terrorists, and the biggest international drug organizations. He developed
the CIA’s handbook on how to recruit terrorists and gave intelligence briefings to US presidents
and foreign heads of state.

Jeff Shaara is the New York Times bestselling author of Gods and Generals and The Last
Full Measure—two novels that complete the Civil War trilogy begun by his father, Michael
Shaara, with the Pulitzer Prize-winning book The Killer Angels. Jeff’s World War II series
includes The Final Storm, No Less Than Victory, The Steel Wave, and The Rising Tide. In his
new bestselling book, The Frozen Hours, he brings readers to the front lines of the Korean War
and the Battle of Chosin Reservoir.

Mary Sharratt, award-winning author of seven acclaimed novels, is on a mission to write
overlooked women back into history. Her latest novel, Ecstasy, (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
2018) explores the dramatic life of composer and life artist, Alma Schindler Mahler. Ecstasy
was a Chicago Review of Books Best Book of the Month and a New York Post Must Read Book.
Sharratt’s Illuminations: A Novel of Hildegard von Bingen won the Nautilus Gold Award and
was a Kirkus Book of the Year 2012. Sharratt’s articles on women’s history are published in
The Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post, and Electric Literature.

Anne Easter Smith’s award-winning books “...grab you, sweep you along with the story,

and make you fall in love with the characters...” (Historical Novels Review) and Kirkus
Reviews called her best-selling debut A Rose for the Crown “Remarkably assured... a delightful,
confident novel... a strong new voice in the field of historical romance.” The King’s Grace won
the 2009 Romantic Times Best Historical Biography award, and Queen By Right was nominated
in the same category in 2011. Her series of five books, with a sixth in the wings, follows the
York family during the Wars of the Roses.
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Sherri L. Smith is the author of seven award-winning young adult novels, including the
2009 California Book Awards Gold Medalist, Flygirl, and the historical fantasy, The Toymaker’s
Apprentice. Her books appear on multiple state lists and have been named Amelia Bloomer
and American Library Association Best Books for Young People selections. Sherri has worked
in comics, animation, and construction. Currently, she teaches in the MFA Writing program
at Goddard College and for Hamline University’s Children’s Writing MFA. Her latest book is
Who Were the Tuskegee Airmen?— part of The New York Times bestselling Who Was? series.
Learn more at www.sherrilsmith.com
Judith Starkston has spent too much time exploring the remains of the ancient worlds

of the Greeks and Hittites. Early on she went so far as to get degrees in Classics from the
University of California, Santa Cruz and Cornell. She loves myths and telling stories. This
has gotten more and more out of hand. Her solution is her brand: Fantasy and Magic in
a Bronze Age World. Hand of Fire was a semi-finalist for the M.M. Bennett’s Award for
Historical Fiction. Priestess of Ishana won the San Diego State University Conference Choice
Award. Find out more at www.judithstarkston.com.

Michal Strutin’s debut historical novel is Judging Noa: A Fight for Women’s Rights in

the Turmoil of the Exodus. HNS member Strutin is also a research librarian who has taught
searching skills to undergraduates, helped faculty, and presented on research tools at national
conferences. Her award-winning nonfiction includes Places of Grace: The Natural Landscapes
of the American Midwest, Discovering Natural Israel, and Chaco: A Cultural Legacy. Strutin’s
articles in The New York Times, L.A. Times, and others focus on nature, travel, and cultural
history. She has been an editor at Outside, Rolling Stone, and National Parks.

Alison Stuart, also writing as A.M. Stuart, began her writing career halfway up a tree in

the school playground where she wrote her first romantic historical. She was born in Kenya
and has lived in Singapore and Australia and has a degree in history as well as law. In her life
outside writing, she enjoyed a varied career as a lawyer in a wide number of fields including
the military and as a senior executive in the fire services. The first of The Harriet Gordon
Mysteries, Singapore Sapphire, will be published by Berkley in August 2019.

Hope C. Tarr is the award-winning author of 25 novels including Irish Eyes, her women’s
historical fiction debut set in Gilded through Jazz Age New York City. Hope has been featured
in numerous entertainment news programs and publications including NBC’s Today Show,
Time Out New York, and The New York Post. She is a founder and curator of the popular Sohobased Lady Jane’s Salon® reading series, now in its tenth year. She earned a master’s degree
in Psychology and a Ph.D. in Education, both from The Catholic University of America. www.
hopectarr.com, Twitter @hopetarr, Instagram @hopectarr and Facebook at hopec.tarr.
Liza Nash Taylor is the author of two historical novels under agreement to be published
beginning in early 2020 by Blackstone Publishing. She is the 2016 winner of the Fiction Prize
from the San Miguel Writers’ Conference and a 2018 Hawthornden International Fellow. Her
novels have been finalists in the Faulkner-Wisdom and The Tucson Festival of Books Writing
Competitions. Excerpts have appeared in The Copperfield Review and Deep South Magazine.
Her short stories and essays have appeared in Gargoyle, Bluestem Magazine, and others. She
lives in rural Virginia, in an old farmhouse which is a setting in her novels.

Stephanie Thornton has been obsessed with the stories of history’s women since she

was twelve. Her latest novel, American Princess, reimagines the life of Theodore Roosevelt’s
wild child daughter Alice. Thornton is also the critically acclaimed author of four novels set
in the ancient world: The Secret History, Daughter of the Gods, The Tiger Queens, and The
Conqueror’s Wife. She is a high school history teacher by day and lives in Alaska with her
husband and daughter where she spends her free time running, traveling, and baking.

Kris Waldherr is an author and illustrator whose many books include Bad Princess,
Doomed Queens, and The Book of Goddesses. The New Yorker praised Doomed Queens as
“utterly satisfying” and “deliciously perverse.” Her fiction has won fellowships from the
Virginia Center of the Creative Arts and a works-in-progress reading grant from Poets &
Writers. As a visual artist, Waldherr is the creator of the Goddess Tarot, which has a quarter of a
million copies in print. Kris Waldherr’s debut historical novel The Lost History of Dreams was
published by Atria Books in April 2019.

Heather Webb is the international bestselling author of six historical novels, including the
upcoming Meet Me in Monaco, and Ribbons of Scarlet: A Novel of the French Revolution, to
release in summer and fall of 2019. In 2015, Rodin’s Lover was selected as a Goodreads Top
Pick; and in 2018, Last Christmas in Paris became a Globe & Mail bestseller and also won the
Women’s Fiction Writers Association STAR Award. When not writing, Heather can be found
collecting cookbooks or looking for excuses to travel. She lives in New England with her
family and one feisty rabbit.

Alana White is a writer of historical fiction living in Nashville, Tennessee. A three-time
member of the Historical Novel Society Board of Directors and current Midsouth HNS Chapter
Lead, she reviews books for the Historical Novels Review on a regular basis. Her Middle Grade
historical, Come Next Spring, named to the Mark Twain Award Master List by the Missouri
Association of School Librarians, is newly in print. She recently completed the prequel to
her debut adult historical mystery novel, The Sign of the Weeping Virgin. The setting remains
fifteenth-century Italy.

Karen White is the New York Times bestselling author of more than twenty novels, with

almost two million books in print in fifteen different languages, including the Tradd Street
series, Dreams of Falling, and The Night the Lights Went Out. She’s also the coauthor of two
historical novels in collaboration with Beatriz Williams and Lauren Willig. Karen graduated
with a BS in Management from Tulane University and first pursued a career in business. Ten
years later, she wrote her first book. Karen grew up in London but now lives with her husband
and two Havanese dogs near Atlanta, Georgia.

Beatriz Williams is the bestselling author of The Summer Wives, The Secret Life of Violet
Grant, A Hundred Summers, and several other works of historical fiction. A graduate of
Stanford University with an MBA in Finance from Columbia University, Beatriz worked as a
management consultant in New York and London before turning her attention to writing novels.
Beatriz’s books have won numerous awards, have been translated into multiple languages, and
appear regularly on bestseller lists around the world. Born in Seattle, Washington, Beatriz now
lives near the Connecticut shore with her husband and four children.
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Lauren Willig is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Ashford
Affair, The English Wife, the RITA Award winning Pink Carnation series, and two novels cowritten with Beatriz Williams and Karen White—The Forgotten Room and The Glass Ocean.
An alumna of Yale University, she has a graduate degree in history from Harvard and a J.D.
from Harvard Law School. She lives in New York City with her husband, preschooler, baby,
and lots and lots of coffee.

Kip Wilson is the author of White Rose, a YA novel-in-verse about anti-Nazi political

activist Sophie Scholl published with HMH’s Versify imprint. White Rose won the 2017
PEN New England Susan P. Bloom Children’s Book Discovery Award and is a 2019 Winter/
Spring Indies Introduce title. Kip holds a Ph.D. in German Literature, is the poetry editor at the
award-winning literary journal YARN (Young Adult Review Network), and wrote her doctoral
dissertation about the poet Rainer Maria Rilke. She’s lived in Germany, Austria, and Spain, and
currently calls Boston home.

Jake Wynn is the Director of Interpretation at the Clara Barton Missing Soldiers Office

Museum and the National Museum of Civil War Medicine. He is a 2015 graduate of Hood
College in Frederick, MD where he focused on public history and communications. Previously,
Wynn worked with the Heart of the Civil War Heritage Area, the Tourism Council of Frederick
County (MD), and Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania National Military Park. He writes independently
on the history of Pennsylvania’s Anthracite Coal Region on his blog, Wynning History.

Jennifer Bort Yacovissi is the author of the debut novel, Up the Hill to Home, which
tells the story of four generations of a family in Washington, D.C. from the Civil War to the
Great Depression. Jenny is a member of PEN/America and the National Book Critics’ Circle,
writes a monthly column and reviews regularly for the Washington Independent Review of
Books; and serves on the Independent’s Board of Directors. She served as chair of the 2017
and 2018 Washington Writers Conference, and for several years was president of the Annapolis
chapter of the Maryland Writers’ Association.

Be A Light To Others – Book Editing

Curt Locklear

Award-winning Author and Editor
Contact Curt for low rates @
curt.locklear@yahoo.com 512-434-9829

A New Historical Imprint
from Level Best Books
We are Now Accepting Submissions
of Historical Mystery Novels
for our newly formed fiction
imprint Historia.
Level Best Books has published well
regarded and award nominated
anthologies and novels since 2003.
For more information visit
LevelBestBooks.com

A post-mortem photographer unearths dark secrets
of the past that may hold the key to his future,
in this captivating debut novel by the author of
Doomed Queens and The Book of Goddesses.

    
    .

A post-mortem photographer unearths
dark secrets of the past that may hold the key
to his future, in this captivating debut novel
by the author of Doomed Queens.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CONFERENCE CHAIR Vanitha Sankaran, PhD
Vanitha Sankaran, PhD, is a biomedical communications consultant and a writer and editor
of fiction and non-fiction work. Her debut historical novel, Watermark, was published by
HarperCollins in 2010. She was a co-founding editor of the literary journal flashquake for its
10-year run, and has served on for-profit and non-profit boards over the years. Currently, she is
working on an adult historical novel and a young adult fantasy. For more information, please
visit her website at www.vanithasankaran.com.

PROGRAM CHAIR Leslie Carroll
Leslie Carroll is a multipublished author in three genres, including historical fiction, where
(under the pen names Amanda Elyot and Juliet Grey) she has written about numerous scandalous
women, from Helen of Troy to Marie Antoinette. Her novels have been optioned for film and
television and translated into 13 languages. A frequent commentator on royal romances and
relationships, she has been interviewed by MSNBC.com, USAToday, the Australian Broadcasting
Company, NPR; was a featured royalty expert on multiple international media feeds during
the royal wedding coverage of Princes William and Harry; and appears on royalcentric Travel
Channel and Canadian History Channel docuseries. Leslie is also a professional actress and an
award-winning audio book narrator, specializing in works of historical fiction. You can learn more
about her at www.lesliecarroll.com.

REGISTRATION CHAIR Maryka Biaggio, PhD
Maryka Biaggio, PhD, a professor of psychology for 30 years, undertook writing fiction as
a serious pursuit around 2000. She improved her craft by completing three novels before
writing Parlor Games, which was published by Doubleday in 2013. Now she splits her time
between writing and working as a higher education consultant. Excerpts of her novels have
garnered Willamette Writers and Belle Lettres awards. She specializes in writing
historical fiction about real people.

VENUE CHAIR Christine Trent

Christine Trent is the author of the Florence Nightingale Mysteries, as well as the Lady
of Ashes historical mystery series and three other historical novels. Christine is also a
first-person interpreter of Florence Nightingale, visiting book stores, conferences, and
other locations to tell the riveting story of the great nurse’s life from Florence’s own
point of view. Learn more at www.christinetrent.com and follow Christine on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/ChristineTrentBooks.

MARKETING CHAIR Rosanne (“Rose”) Lortz Spears
Rosanne (“Rose”) Lortz Spears is a writer, editor, teacher, school administrator, history-lover,
and mom to four boys. Her historical novels include work set during the medieval period and
Regency era murder mysteries. Her current project is a Latin curriculum for elementary and
middle school students. Rose is a native of Portland, Oregon and is a passionate advocate for a
liberal arts education.

BOARD SECRETARY & EDITOR/AGENT LIAISON Elizabeth Kerri Mahon
Elizabeth Kerri Mahon is a native New Yorker, former actress, and history geek. Her first
book, Scandalous Women, was released in March 2011 to enthusiastic reviews (Stiletto
Storytime called it “not to be missed.”) Since the book’s release, it has been sold to Thailand,
Korea, and Poland and was a bestseller in Singapore. The book was featured in the Daily
Candy weekend section, and it was an RT Book Review Non-Fiction Pick of the Month for
April 2011. She was also named RWA NYC’s Author of the Year for 2011. In 2012, she was
a featured speaker at the We Move Forward conference on Isla Mujeres, Mexico, and was
asked to participate in Chick History’s yearlong project #HerStory. Elizabeth has been featured
in the H2 show How Sex Changed the World, as well as The Travel Channel’s Monumental
Mysteries and the Investigation Discovery show Tabloid.

TREASURER Caren Wasserman
Caren Wasserman, unlike the rest of the HNS Conference Board, has always been a numbers
person. She earned her BS and MBA from Cornell University and has spent most of her career
in banking. However, Caren has been an avid reader literally since she was old enough to sit up
and hold a book, devouring everything from Greek mythology and the classics to contemporary
mysteries; and of course, she is a passionate fan of historical fiction. She is also a huge dog
lover and used to breed and race thoroughbreds. She has raced her horses at several racetracks
including the historic Saratoga Race Course.

NON-BOARD POSITIONS
Volunteer Coordinator: 		

Jenny Quinlan

Bookstore Liaison: 		

Karen Limbrick

Blue Pencil Café Coordinator: Aimie K. Runyan
Conference Program Design:

Jade Renn

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Elizabeth Carden

KEY
Boldface = Preconference Academy Instructor and/or
Conference Speaker
* before the name = author participating in Saturday
afternoon Conference book signing

* Linda Cardillo

John DeSimone

* Amalia Carosella

Jennifer Della Zanna

Isobel Carr

Genetta Adair
P.K. Adams
Richard Agemo
Elizabeth Ainger
Kaia Alderson
* Annamaria Alfieri
* Brook Allen
Dee Andrews
* Tamar Anolic
Vince Antico
Lauren Appelbaum
* Stephen Finlay Archer
Anne Armistead
Liz Schevtchuk Armstrong
Marilee Aufdenkamp
Finola Austin

Marlowe Benn

Adrienne Dillard

* Leslie Carroll/Juliet Grey

Jay Dixon

* Gillian Bagwell

* Alison Case

Dewi Djunaidy
Sharon McClennan Doane

Anna Bennett

Anna Castle

Cristi Donoso

John Bernard

Taylor Catalana

Julianne Douglas

Andrea Berry

Andrea Catalano

George Dovel

Maryka Biaggio

Janie Chang

* Stephanie Dray

Karen A. Chase

Genevieve Dufour

Laura Bjornson

Sandra Chen

Frances Dupont

Elizabeth Blackwell

Mike Christos

Kim Taylor Blakemore

Shawna Christos

* Nancy Bilyeau

Gosia Bochenek

* Susan Storer Clark

E

Susan Bockus

* Chanel Cleeton

David Ebershoff (books available)

Brenda W. Clough

David Ebsworth

Jerry Borrowman

Elizabeth Conn

Lawrence Ellsworth

Ida Bostian

Lauren Conrad

Constance Emmett

Lauren Bowers

Christina Britton Conroy

* Betty Bolte

* Patricia Bracewell

Susan Conti

* Carolyn Kay Brancato

* Michael Cooper

* Ana Brazil

* Michelle Cox

Brien Brown

B

* Camille Di Maio

* Viola Carr
Elisabeth Carson-Williams

A

Yusuf DeLorenzo

Denise Brown
* Rebecca Bruff
Lorelei Brush

* Ian Evans
Jill Evans
* Nicole Evelina
Pamela Eyre

* Glen Craney
Jay Curry
Laura K. Curtis

F

Leah Cypess

Elisabeth Fairchild

Lori Bailey

Denny S. Bryce

Robert Faubel

Mark Baker

Grace Burrowes

Ren’e Fedyna

* Jillian Bald

* Paula Butterfield

D

* Charles Fergus

Rae Barry

Sara Dahmen

Kay Harwell Fernandez

Ellen Bartola

Melissa Danaczko

Anna Ferrell

David (J D) Davies

Laura Finger

* Cryssa Bazos
Scott Beard

C
* John Cahill

Kristin Beck

Carrie Callaghan

Elizabeth Bell

Chris Campbell

* Jodi Daynard

Mark E. Fisher

* Jennifer Delamere

Brooke Fitzgerald

Ayesha DeLorenzo

Waverly Fitzgerald

LeAnn Fleming
* Colleen Adair Fliedner
Barbara Freeman

Alan Hlad

Mary Anne Lewis

Ann McCall

Martha Hoffman

Wendy Lewis

Ann McClellan

Blake Leyers

Marin McGinnis

* Griff Hosker
Ann Howell

Karen Stumm Limbrick

* Carol McGrath

Piper G Huguley

Eleanor Limprecht

* Karen McIntyre

Sandy Frykholm

Elizabeth Huhn

Ken Lin

Vernon Frykholm

Pev Hukill

Ellen Lindseth

* Lew McIntyre

Jim Friedlander
* Ann Marti Friedman

* Jennie Liu

G

J

* Curt Locklear
Barbara Lokach

* Hazel Gaynor

Amanda Jain

Rosanne E. Lortz

* Margaret George

Ann Janda

Arlene Lovejoy

Blythe Gifford

Carol Jeffers

Jacqueline Lower

Joe Gleason

Gene Jeffers

Adelaida Lucena-Lower

* Teel James Glenn
Loretta Goldberg
Mara Gorman

* Sarah Johnson
Williamaye Jones
* Faith Justice

Don Lynch
PJ Lynch
Kevan Lyon

* Jane Ann McLachlan
* Diane C. McPhail
Edward McSweegan
* Susan Meissner
Grace Menary-Winefield
Amanda Mercer
Martha Miles
* Mary Miley
Tonya Mitchell
Stacey Moe-Kean

Kate Grannis

Susan Moger

Molly Greeley

Fatemeh Mohammadi

J.R. Griffin

K

Raechel Guest

Rachel Kahan

Kim Gunning

* Laura Kamoie

H
Jennifer Hallock

M
* Greer Macallister
Gaye Mack

Christine Mortlock

* Susanna Kearsley

* Robert N. Macomber

Carl Jon Munson

Stephanie “Steff” Kemp

* Kerri Maher

Chris Murray

Ly Kesse

* Elizabeth Kerri Mahon

Sheila Myers

M.L. Malcolm

Chris Harlos

* Eliza (E.) Knight

John Mallon

Yvonne Korshak

Diane Daniels Manning

Martha Harris

Jeanne Kroush

Emily Marks

Clarissa Harwood

Kathleen Krueger

Anna Marti

* Libbie/Olivia Hawker

James Conroyd Martin
* Zannah Martin

Stephen Heinz

L

Joy Held

Helene Lafrance

Kitri Held

Kristin Lambert

Catherine Mathis

Susan Henninger

David Langum

Gordon Mathis

Anja Hewitt

Kim Leahy

Jake Hewitt

Jim Morris

* Jeanne Mackin

* Carolyn Kirby

Jane Healey

* Donna Russo Morin

* Alma Katsu

Raymond Hardie
* Bradley Harper

* Laura Morelli

* Stephanie Lehmann

* Sujata Massey
* Meghan Masterson

* Diana Mathur
Elissa Matthews

N
Claire Naden
Zenobia Neil
J.A. Nelson
* Charlene Newcomb
Tara Nieuwesteeg
Mary Niles
Janna G. Noelle
Madeena Nolan
Hana Samek Norton
* Pamela Nowak

* Leanna Renee Hieber

Elisabeth Lenckos

Kay Matthews

* Jack Hight

Gavriella Lerner

Connie Mayo

Paul Nuti

Ellen McBee

Sue Nykoruk

Patricia Hilton-Johnson

* Robin Levin
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O
* Janet Oakley
Bonnie Oldre
Georgine Olson
Jack Orrell

A.M. Reid
Deirdre Reid
* Tom Reppert

* Alyssa Palombo
Karol L. Parker
Rae Ann Parker
Suzanne Parry
Valerie Patterson
* Gill Paul
Kelly Payne
Robert Payne
* Andrea Penrose
Nicky Penttila
* Sophie Perinot
* Dolen Perkins-Valdez
Michele Peters
Stephen Petti
Matt Phillips
Michael Ponzio

Dan Snell
Nichelle Tramble Spellman

Katie Ritter

Margaret Rodenberg

David E. Staveley

Julieta Rodrigues
William Romanowski
Melissa Romo
Verena Rose
Renee Rosen
* Michael Ross
Dianna Rostad
Marilynn Rowdybush
* Aimie Runyan
* Elaine Russell
Ksenia Rychtycka
Nestor Rychtyckyj

S
Harriette Sackler
Vanitha Sankaran

Susan Posey

Kelly Scarborough

Kathryn Pritchett

Katharine Schellman

Jonathan Putnam

Jo Schmidt
Andrew Schneider

Lori Radulovich
Ivan Ramirez
Joan Ramirez
* Weina Randel
Robert Rath
* Deanna Raybourn

* George Steger
Linda Steitler
Geneva Steventon
David Stewart

Michelle Van Berkom
Paul Van Heest
Sandi Vasoli
Serena Verona
Kirk Anthony Vollack

W

Anna Strelka
* Michal Strutin

Jodi Warshaw

Alison Stuart

Caren Wasserman

James Sweeney

Jenna Weart

Kristine Swenson
* Lori Swerda

T
Beth Morris Tanner
* Hope C. Tarr
Sarah Shaw Tatoun
Darrick Taylor
Liza Nash Taylor
Martha Taylor

* Stephanie Thornton
Allison Thurman
* Mary K. Tilghman
Laura Davies Tilley

* Mary Sharratt

Karen Tinsley

Elisa Sherman

Stuart Tisdale

* Ann Shortell

Vikki Valentine

Nina Wachsman

Kimberly Teter

Stephanie Shaara

V

* Kris Waldherr

Donna Scott
B.J. Sedlock

Linda Ulleseit

Hope Stewart

Barbara Teter

Kate Seaver

U

* Eileen Stephenson

Scott

* Jeff Shaara

R

Wendy Stanley
Judith Starkston

* Margaret Porter

* Kate Quinn

Liz St. John

Merrilee Robson

Ward Sanford

Jenny Quinlan

* Sherri L. Smith

* Vanessa Riley

* Rosemary Poole-Carter

Q

Gary Smith

* Alix Rickloff

* Jennifer Robson

P

* Anne Easter Smith

Mary (M.K.) Tod

* Heather Webb
Philip Weems
Paige Wheeler
Alana White
* Karen White
* Mark Wiederanders
* Beatriz Williams
Tanya Williams
* Lauren Willig
* Kip Wilson
Mara Winter
* Ellen Marie Wiseman
Jillian Wiseman-Bald
Amy Wolf
Patricia Wollenberg
Tessa Woodward
Al Woollacott
Jake Wynn

Y

Angela Shupe

Mary Ann Trail

Rebecca Simon

Kim Transier

Laura Lee Yates

Linda Sittig

Christine Trent

Nefastus Young

Rivkah Sleeeth

Bryn Turnbull

Syd Young

* Jenny Yacovissi
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